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building blocks of morphogenetic fields, matter and individuated conscious identity. Operate
as minute, perpetual

The fabric of morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units group to form interwoven Strands,
then

that is the morphogenetic field Crystal Body- the Blueprint upon which matter and identity
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the • individuated morphogenetic fields . morphogenetic field Crystal Body. Morphogenetic
Fields govern the

morphogenetic fields . morphogenetic field Crystal Body. Morphogenetic Fields govern the
form of matter

field Crystal Body. Morphogenetic Fields govern the form of matter manifestation and
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the science of morphogenetic field mechanics and thus holds the key to physical reality
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set by the morphogenetic field. As the morphogenetic field expands the form evolves
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field. As the morphogenetic field expands the form evolves upward/ expands outward
through the
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to enter the morphogenetic field and DNA. Through activation of the Spark of the

human body and morphogenetic field this Spark exists as a minute crystallization of radiation

of Key!Jntic Morphogenetic Science. The Spark of the Living Flame is known as

and imprints the morphogenetic field with the Fire Letter design of the 8th DNA
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The bodies and morphogenetic fields of Placeholders serve as living scalar wave grids
through

enter the Earth"s morphogenetic field. Their presence raises the frequency of the planet,
especially
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exercise in Keylontic Morphogenetic Science is intended to rapidly prepare the physical body
for

Fields into the Morphogenetic Field (form-holding blueprint) of a being or matter-

15-Dimensions of morphogenetic structure. Dimensions (sets of frequency bands) are
structured in

of being. The morphogenetic structure of dimensionalized human identity is composed of 5
energetic
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identity
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navel in the morphogenetic field. This begins the process of activating 5th-dimensional
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frequencies into the morphogenetic field of Earth"s core. 13. Continue to breathe slowly, on

Universe -1 morphogenetic field (the Archetype of the HU-2 A/phi
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seed

structures of the Morphogenetic Fields. These codes were taken out of all the twelve



distortions in the Morphogenetic Fields of other stellar races. That being was called "

grids. They are Morphogenetic Fields. They are scalar grids. They are energy eggs that
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manipulation) from our Morphogenetic Fields. In our other states of expansion, we got
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consciousness. Vocabulary 1. Morphogenetic Field: The form-holding blueprints behind every
manifestation, be it

ideas that form Morphogenetic Fields. Every time you think a thought you are creating

are creating a Morphogenetic Field. 3. Partiki Grids: Grids of crystallized sound and light.
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polarity in the Morphogenetic Field is compounded, it forms the Karmic Imprint. This
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g1ids in the Morphogenetic Field be cleared of the Karmic Imprint according to the

core elements ofthe Morphogenetic Field that we want to flip, reverse that polarity at
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pattern, the original Morphogenetic Field, without continual supply from Source, you will
slowly lose
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codes in the Morphogenetic Field 2. To get the Karmic Imprint out of the
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remember, you"re a Morphogenetic Field and so is everything else. Solid things are illusions.
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& within the Morphogenetic Field, DNA and body rhythms of dimensionalized forms. The 3
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sound and
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of Manifestation
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Units of Consciousness, Morphogenetic Fields and Scalar Grids 1. Partiki, Partika and
Particum: Smallest

building blocks of morphogenetic fields, matter and individuated conscious identity. Operate
as minute, perpetual

The fabric of morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units group to form interwoven Strands,
then

out of which morphogenetic fields are fashioned. Out of a Unified Field of Partiki

to form individuated morphogenetic fields. Particum Matter Partika Anti-matter 3. Partiki
units continue

that is the morphogenetic field Crystal Body- the Blueprint upon which matter and identity

~ ~ The Morphogenetic Field is made of interwoven Partiki Grids. The electro-tonal

within dimensionalized manifestation. Morphogenetic Fields are thus Scalar Grids that form
in specific ordered

which form manifests. Morphogenetic Fields govern the form of matter manifestation and
evolution of

biology and consciousness. Morphogenetic Field mechanics thus hold the key to mastery of
physical
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energy, a living morphogenetic field existing within the greater living morphogenetic
constructs of the

the greater living morphogenetic constructs of the species, planetary, galactic, universal and
cosmic morphogenetic



universal and cosmic morphogenetic structure. We are simply an element of sentient
consciousness within
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which form the morphogenetic field templates upon and through which consciousness
dimensionalizes itself to

I flash off") MORPHOGENETIC FIELDS: The templates of consciousness, light, sound and
scalar standing-

be experienced. DIMENSIONS: Morphogenetic Field Scalar Grids composed of interwoven
layers of scalar waves,

on" within the morphogenetic field template. Vibration is the internal measure of energy
quantity

of the dimensionalized morphogenetic field. The relationship of vibrational-oscillation
between wave spectra determines
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MANIFESTATION TEMPLATES • Morphogenetic Fields, or the MANIFESTATION TEMPLATES
that serve as the blueprint

form. • The Morphogenetic Fields upon which universes manifest are built upon a
Manifestation
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Gross

consciousness. As the morphogenetic field expands, through drawing in more frequencies of
consciousness, the
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group to form morphogenetic field scalar grids. It is the CORE level of scalar

upon which the morphogenetic scalar wave blueprint and all other dimensions of form
anatomy
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levels of the Morphogenetic Field. When functioning properly, the Kathara Lines connect
each Harmonic

and within the morphogenetic field, DNA and body rhythms of dimensionalized forms. The 3
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points within a morphogenetic field. 12 Centers of the UNIVERSAL KATHARA GRID The
second
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have, within their morphogenetic fields, sets of Diadic and Miodic Points - sets of

built upon the morphogenetic foundations of interwoven Kathara Grids. Within the structures
of forms,
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of the planetary morphogenetic field . The Planetary Star Crystal Seals control the opening

grid of the morphogenetic field. They control the opening and closing of the Central
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planetary body and morphogenetic field , Diodic Points are located in geographical locations
where

biological form and morphogenetic field , Diodic Points are located in physical body regions
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GRIDS TO ~ MORPHOGENETIC FIELDS TO MERKABA FIELDS (Sets of Counter-rotating
electro

Harmonic Universe-1 morphogenetic body.) TO ~ DNA I RNA MANIFEST TO NADIS (
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MAKE UP DIMENSIONALIZED MORPHOGENETIC FIELDS, REPRESENT THE INTRINSIC
STRUCTURE OF THE COSMIC UNIFIED FIELD

OF THEIR INDIVIDUATED MORPHOGENETIC FIELD. THOUGH HAVING MUCH
DIVERSIFICATION WITHIN THE GEOMETRICAL· MATHEMATICAL

DIMENSIONALIZATION UPON WHICH MORPHOGENETIC FIELDS ARE FORMED. Interwoven
Morphogenetic Fields THE INHERENT STRUCTURE OF



ARE FORMED. Interwoven Morphogenetic Fields THE INHERENT STRUCTURE OF
INTERWOVEN KATHARA GRIDS FORMS SPHERICAL

FORMS SPHERICAL DIMENSIONALIZED MORPHOGENETIC FIELDS WITHIN WHICH
CONSCIOUSNESS CAN EXPERIENCE THE HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION OF

. THE SPHERICAL MORPHOGENETIC STRUCTURES OF THE MICROCOSIM EXIST WITHIN
THE GREATER SPHERICAL MORPHOGENETIC

THE GREATER SPHERICAL MORPHOGENETIC FIELDS OF THE MACROCOSM, FORMING A
SYSTEM OF CONSCIOUS-ENERGETIC

REPRESENTS THE INTERWOVEN MORPHOGENETIC FIELDS OF THE COSMIC UNFIED FIELD
OF CONSCIOUSNESS· ENERGY.

within-Spheres: Interwoven Morphogenetic Fields. The microcosm within the Macrocosm.
The individual within the
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represent the Living Morphogenetic Field blueprint upon which matter and dimensionalized
consciousness manifest. The
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the Scalar Grid morphogenetic templates that house consciousness in dimensionalization for
experience of manifest

Scalar Grids composing morphogenetic fields. ~ Dimensions are Scalar Grids of
consciousness composed of
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~The Universal Morphogenetic Template is built upon sets of 15 Primary Flash-line
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upon which the morphogenetic field blueprint is structured. ~ The Kathara Grid is the
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. ~C> morphogenetic field are built. ~ ~ Level-2 Kathara Grid is

systems. ~ Cosmic morphogenetic structure is built upon interwoven Kathara Grids and the
Dimensionalized
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multiple levels of morphogenetic structure built upon it, is the CAUSAL ELEMENT behind and

Kathara Grid and morphogenetic field are the core elements through which lasting healing is
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THE MAHARIC SHIELD MORPHOGENETIC EXPANSION, GROWTH CYCLES, DEATH AND
MOLECULAR COMPACTION LEVELS OF HUMAN
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and the planetary morphogenetic fields are built upon a Scalar standing-wave Kathara Grid.

Grid. As the morphogenetic fields of species are interwoven into the larger morphogenetic
field

into the larger morphogenetic field of the planet they inhabit, there is a direct

in the planetary morphogenetic field blocked the human"s innate ability to draw energy for

from the planetary morphogenetic field . When the human Kathara Grid system is working
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System As the morphogenetic fields of species are interwoven into the larger morphogenetic
field

into the larger morphogenetic field of the planet they inhabit, there is a direct
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within the personal morphogenetic field involves using a specific scalar standing-wave-guide
GEOMANCY

of the planetary morphogenetic field. The wave-guide Geomancy, containing the frequencies
to activate
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mind, represent small morphogenetic fields with minute Kathara Grids that become
interwoven into the

into the larger morphogenetic field and Kathara Grid of the human multidimensional
anatomy. THOUGHTS
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~ MORPHOGENETIC EXPANSION I 7 Frequency Accretion, Growth, Age Rhythms,
Degeneration, Death

Through Time The morphogenetic field of the human body evolves through time via the

Accretion. The human morphogenetic field exists within the larger morphogenetic field of the
planetary

within the larger morphogenetic field of the planetary and universal dimensionalized Unified
Field of

into the personal morphogenetic field to create progressive expansion of the morphogenetic
imprint and

expansion of the morphogenetic imprint and its resulting progressive expansion of
consciousness and growth

specific aspects of morphogenetic expansion via Frequency Accretion are intended to occur.
The original

time the human morphogenetic field would reach its full expansion, the DNA would reach
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draw into the morphogenetic field between fetal integration and the age of 11-12.

of expanding the morphogenetic field to hold the higher frequency wave spectra of
Dimensions

expansion of the morphogenetic imprint is reflected in the DNA and chemical and hormonal

first cycle of morphogenetic expansion into the wave spectra of Dimensions 4, 5 and

by lowering of morphogenetic vibration, raising of oscillation rate and frequency, and
shortening of

- as the morphogenetic field wave spectra rises in frequency, the electron spin around

process of progressive morphogenetic field and consciousness expansion and resulting de-
densification of biological
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Growth Rates and Morphogenetic Expansion @lK1®~00~ nlJMR ®§00~@

12 Expands the Morphogenetic Field through accreting the frequencies of Dimensions 1-3
and

22 Expands the Morphogenetic Field through accreting the frequencies of Dimensions 4-6
and

33 Expands the Morphogenetic Field through accreting the frequencies of Dimensions 7-9
and

44 Expands the Morphogenetic Field through accreting the frequencies of Dimensions 1 Qc
12

natural inflow and Morphogenetic Field accretion of frequency from the higher dimensional
stations of

NATURAL CYCLES OF MORPHOGENETIC FIELD EXPANSION The MCEO Freedom
Teachings® Series Presented by
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4 CYCLES OF MORPHOGENETIC FIELD EXPANSION REPRESENT THE ORIGINAL ORGANIC
PROCESS BY WHICH THE

that manifest through morphogenetic fields having less than 12 Kathara Centers active
within their

consciousness into a morphogenetic imprint with a bit higher capacity, until eventually the
consciousness

full spectrum of morphogenetic expansion and cellular transmutation WITHIN ONE ETERNAL
BODY IMAGE, that

and CRUSH the morphogenetic field , rather than expand the morphogenetic field into a

than expand the morphogenetic field into a higher level of frequency hold. When the

to crush the morphogenetic field, a condition called MOLECULAR COMPACTION is created.
The MCEO
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fragmentation of the morphogenetic field and Kathara Grid- IS THE ONLY TRUE CAUSE OF

SHIELD of human morphogenetic structure is the dormant imprint of the 1 ()th,
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upon which the morphogenetic scalar-wave template and all other levels of identity are

activated within their morphogenetic pattern. The 12-Tree is composed of 12 Kathara
Centers

within the human morphogenetic field, in order to reinstate the original Imprint for Health
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Kathara Grid and morphogenetic field connect to the planetary and universal morphogenetic
fields. When

planetary and universal morphogenetic fields. When working with the Hova Bodies, we first
focus
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within the personal morphogenetic field only after the four lower Shields have transmuted
the
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the body and morphogenetic field, connect directly to the Shields of the Hova Bodies
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have within their morphogenetic fields sets of Diadic and Miodic Points - sets of

biological form and morphogenetic field, Diodic Points are located in physical body regions
where

build within the morphogenetic field. The Diodic Points add the third plane of projection
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- Pineal B Morphogenetic Chakras (MC) MCB· Thymus MC9· Thalamus MC10
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Lines set the morphogenetic imprint upon which the Chakra System and foundation DNA
organization

of the planetary morphogenetic grid. Restoring the Imprint for Health within the Axi-A-
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Crown-Pineal 8 Morphogenetic Chakras fMC! MCB·Thymus MC9· Thalamus MC10·
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circulates through the morphogenetic field . The fixed flash-line crossover points that form
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consciousness anchors its morphogenetic field within the Fetal Body through the FIRST 8
CELLS
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anchors the personal morphogenetic field into that of the Earth and serves as the

Center holds the morphogenetic imprint for DNA strands 7, 8 and 9, corresponds to
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Star holds the morphogenetic imprint for DNA strands 4, 5 and 6, corresponds to
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Star holds the morphogenetic imprint for DNA strands 1, 2 and 3, corresponds to
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Seal holds the morphogenetic imprint for DNA strand 10, 11 and 12, corresponds to

between the personal morphogenetic field and that of the dimensional Unified Fields, and
thus
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connect the personal morphogenetic field and Kathara Grid to those of the Planetary Body.

Star holds the morphogenetic imprint for all DNA strands for all manifest incarnations in

personal and planetary morphogenetic field and Kathara Grid to those of the Universal
Kathara

and holds the morphogenetic imprint for all manifest incarnations of persons, planets and
galaxies
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primarily upon Core Morphogenetic Repatterning - resetting the electro-tonal programs of
the Kathara
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expand the personal morphogenetic field. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
by Adashi
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dormant within the morphogenetic field and within the fragments of nonfunctional DNA, that
contemporary

into the personal morphogenetic field, via the energetic conduits of the DNA. Kathara
Healing
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Level Correspondences The Morphogenetic Field Scalar-wave Template for the Original
Human Genome Maharic
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allow the personal morphogenetic field to synthesize and translate frequency from the
dimensional bands

within the human morphogenetic field that separate and translate energy signatures from
the Unified

energy within the morphogenetic field that hold sets of "energy receivers" or magnetic

receivers within its morphogenetic makeup and so every organism will have a variation of

of perception. The morphogenetic energy receivers, or APPARTHI, of an organism"s
construction, serve to

bands into the morphogenetic field for translation and to block out other frequency bands,

of the personal morphogenetic field , create GAPS OF PERCEPTION of the Unified Field,

through the personal morphogenetic field due to the arrangement of the APPARTHI within
the

within the personal morphogenetic structure. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented by Adashi
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Kathara Grid and morphogenetic structure. Individuals with fewer distortions and blockages
within the Kathara
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Kathara Grid and morphogenetic field structures that are composed of and stationed within
the

refraction within the morphogenetic field and physical body apparatus. The polarized
frequencies first appear
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of the human morphogenetic anatomy. Whereas the Lower Senses are affiliated with the
transduction

the 15-Dimensional morphogenetic field anatomy of the human organism. The 12 Human
Senses
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into the personal morphogenetic field for expansion. ~When the Kathara Grid is functioning

there are set morphogenetic field expansion periods within the linear growth cycles of the
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receivers, within the morphogenetic field, that are called APPARTHI. The Apparthi, inherent
to Kathara

out of the morphogenetic field and allow others in to translate into perception. ~
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AND 7TH SENSES MORPHOGENETIC REPATTERNING, FREQUENCY SUB-HARMONICS AND
THE MAHARIC SEAL KATHARA POINTS
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are scalar-grid morphogenetic field forms) to bring into being a specialized portion of
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/ MORPHOGENETIC REPATTERNING Kathara Healing and Reaching the Core of Dis-ease

upon which the morphogenetic field, body and consciousness manifest within the 15-
Dimensional system.

upon which the morphogenetic field manifests, and that the morphogenetic field is the
blueprint

and that the morphogenetic field is the blueprint upon which the body systems and

personal creation, the morphogenetic reality within which all dis-ease conditions have their
origin.

levels of the morphogenetic field and Kathara Grid, in order to restore the Imprint
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Spectrum. The human morphogenetic field is designed to hold the 144 Sub-Harmonic
Spectrum,

level of the morphogenetic field and manifest body built upon them. The Maharic Shield
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Sub-Harmonics Universal Morphogenetic Field: (cannot fully process through the human
gene code

Sub-Harmonics Human Morphogenetic Field: (can process through gene code via 12-Strand
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levels of the morphogenetic field or body systems. Working with outer levels of the

portions of the morphogenetic anatomy that can override and restructure the electro-tonal
scalar

of Corel Outer Morphogenetic Levels Activating the Maharic Shield will open, activate and
realign

levels of the morphogenetic field and body. Once the Imprint for Health has been

MASS within the morphogenetic field. Critical Mass is reached via frequent use of the
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alterations of outer morphogenetic levels can connect, reawakening dormant APPARTHI
frequency receivers within the

which allows the morphogenetic field level to expand enough to hold the higher frequencies

the Kathara Grid, Morphogenetic Field and Body. There is an infinite variety of Kathara

sequences within the morphogenetic body and the application of the Symbol Codes to the



is to create Morphogenetic Repatterning via the Maharic Shield and to begin clearing the

POWER to our Morphogenetic Recoding Process by opening the PLANETARY 810-FEED
INTERFACE SYSTEM
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of the planetary morphogenetic field -the Pre-matter Liquid Light scalar grid composed

Kathara Grid and morphogenetic field into the Planetary Kathara Grid and morphogenetic
field, allowing

Kathara Grid and morphogenetic field, allowing you to draw an unlimited supply of energy

as your personal morphogenetic field can hold. With repetition of this practice, the energy-
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Shield, within the morphogenetic field of the body. Breathe slowly and visualize the
Hierophant
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and the planetary Morphogenetic Field, allowing the body to continually draw in as much
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Beginning Applications -Morphogenetic Repatterning through the Maharic Seal and Liquid
Light Cleanse and
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and discovered the morphogenetic framework, or Holographic Template, upon which matter
systems are constructed.
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a process called Morphogenetic Repatterning, Kathara Healing affects the Core of Dis-ease
and
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portion of the Morphogenetic anatomy that can fully repattern and realign the Level-1
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Kathara Healing is Morphogenetic Repatterning and Holographic Template Recoding via the
Maharic Shield to
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Recoding of the Morphogenetic Field Manifestation Template is achieved, begins realignment
of the Core
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points within a morphogenetic field. All things in manifest existence are perpetually fed
energy
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Crown- Pineal 8 Morphogenetic Chakras (MC) MCB· Thymus MC9· Thalamus MC10
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Crown-Pineal 8 Morphogenetic Chakras !MC! MCB-Thymus MC9- Thalamus MC1 0·
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points within a morphogenetic field. U1 I 5"~ 0 ::0 :::!~S: -
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Level Correspondences The Morphogenetic Field Scalar-wave Template for the Original
Human Genome Maharic
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Grid template (morphogenetic field) of the organism via the Planetary Bio-Feed Interface
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Blueprint ... Keylon Morphogenetic "Thought -form" Field ~Merkaba Fields .. Kathara

· Merkaba Field-Morphogenetic Thought-form Field Keylon Grids & units-Maharic Shield
Template
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3· dimensional Morphogenetic Field ("Keylon Thought-form Field" or Morphogenetic "Keylon

form Field" or Morphogenetic "Keylon Crystal Grid") carrying the manifestation blueprint
program of
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Template-Merkaba Field-Morphogenetic Thought-form Field Keylon Grids & Units-Maharic
Shield Template
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Blueprint -+Keylon Morphogenetic "Thought -form" Field -tMerkaba Fields ... Kathara
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Keylon Crystal Body Morphogenetic Field, then into the Merkaba Field, DNA Template and
Hova
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Manual Key/ontic Morphogenetic Science. C. Embracing the Personal and Collective Shadow
for Healing
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tools of Keylontic Morphogenetic Science, through which our genetic imprint manifests, we
can use

Page:  9

Introduction to Keylontic Morphogenetic Science) Within both the New Age Light and the
Secret

practices of Keylontic Morphogenetic Science- the Science of the Geometrical Light-Sound
(Electro-
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Z: Crystal Matrices, Morphogenetic Fields and Keylontic Science© 1999A. Hayes 1. Partiki,
Partika

building blocks of morphogenetic fields, matter and individuated conscious identity. Operate
as minute, perpetual

The fabric of morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units group to form interwoven Strands,
then

that is the morphogenetic field Crystal Body- the Blueprint upon which matter and identity

of Keylons. which morphogenetic fields are 5. Geomancies: Composite Fire Letter fashioned.
Out of

the ~ individuated morphogenetic fields . morphogenetic field Crystal Body. L-.1
Morphogenetic Fields

morphogenetic fields . morphogenetic field Crystal Body. L-.1 Morphogenetic Fields govern
the form

Body. L-.1 Morphogenetic Fields govern the form of matter manifestation and evolution of

the science of morphogenetic field mechanics and thus holds the key to physical reality
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techniques of Keylontic Morphogenetic Science we can heal our own DNA so this Star
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center of Earth"s morphogenetic field that controls the operations of all Vortices and Ley
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The Cellular Imprint, Morphogenetic Fields, the Race Drama, Releasing the DNA Pleiadian
Seal to
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hold the core morphogenetic crystallizations for the Kathara Grid, they are called KATHARA
SPHERES,

Page:  24

Kathara Grid -Morphogenetic Crystal Body Control Grid Secret~ the Tree of Life ©

Gruber Leve/1 Morphogenetic Structure of the human body 6 Primary Geomancy Key Fire

Page:  27

Light: Shadow Agendas, Morphogenetic Mechanics and Spiritual Solutions. 1 . Know Yourself
and You

Inner Master. 4. Morphogenetic Science and Keylontic Tools: Personal and Planetary
Geomancy Reprogramming, Light-
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Shadow Agendas7 Morphogenetic Mechanics and Spiritual Solutions (RE: Tangible Structure
of the

techniques of Keylontic Morphogenetic Science they have supplied. These are only the
beginnings of
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frequency) Grid (morphogenetic Partiki grid). 1. Nada Hova- the Incarnate 10 (T

identity and the morphogenetic Crystal Body. Through this process At-one-ment with our

lifetime. Due to morphogenetic field distortions the process now takes place through
successive reincarnations.

years. Through Keylontic Morphogenetic Science and the Silicate Matrix Crystal Gene we can
reclaim
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Pineal ~Eight Morphogenetic Chakras (MC) presently dormant MC8. Thymus-Cosmic Core -
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Substance Anatomy of Morphogenetic Identity The 8 Morphogenetic Bodies & Tonal
Translations of the

Identity The 8 Morphogenetic Bodies & Tonal Translations of the Stellar Fire Letter
Sequences
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Opening the personal morphogenetic memory banks.
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of Key/ontic Morphogenetic Science - the Science of Consciousness and Creation, a system

applications of Keylontic Morphogenetic Science, through which you can begin transforming
your reality to
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consciousness, perceptual range, morphogenetic field, bio-energetic field, chakra system,
physical body and DNA.

by affecting the morphogenetic field directly, and over time you can expect to notice
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paradigms of Keylontic Morphogenetic Science and Stair-Step Creation, which are derived
from the

the Living Crystalline Morphogenetic Memory Matrix of Universal Order. Our programs focus
upon awakening

energetic System I Morphogenetic Field I DNA activations, accomplished through application
of Keylontic Science,

body, chakra system, morphogenetic field and consciousness that occur through the process
of building

Healing, teaching and Morphogenetic Code Transmission can be determined. In this way,
ordinates are

with bio-energetic/ morphogenetic field/ DNA work. The structure of the Ordinations
Program is
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known as Keylontic Morphogenetic Science. The foundations of our work are built upon the

Consciousness called a Morphogenetic Field. Source Identity can perpetually experience
Itself in individual, manifest

structure of dimensionalized Morphogenetic Fields. Through the understanding of the
Perpetual Motion Universe and



and 15-Dimensional Morphogenetic Field structure, the model of Stair Step Creation
emerges, within

of the Crystalline Morphogenetic Field, that hold the levels of gestalt identity. Merging the

identity. Merging the morphogenetic fields of gestalt identity creates a sequential expansion
of consciousness

and Source. Keylontic Morphogenetic Science- the science of Light, Sound and the
Crystalline Geometrical

of the intrinsic morphogenetic dynamics of creation. As Keylontic Science deals with the
operations

biologically, for the morphogenetic field template creates and regulates our operable
biological genetic code

of Keylontic Science Morphogenetic Science, the Perpetual Motion Universe, 15· Dimensional
Structure and
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to commence. The morphogenetic (energetic template) imprint of the DNA is progressively
expanding

structures in the morphogenetic field are rendered inoperable (as they have been in

gene code), the morphogenetic field is blocked and can process only a limited frequency

frequency range. The morphogenetic DNA imprint controls what DNA functions will
physically manifest and

manifest and so morphogenetic blockages result in the physical DNA, body and
consciousness functioning

used to correct morphogenetic field distortions that serve to block the natural process of

pattern of the morphogenetic field is restored, missing frequency accretes in the
morphogenetic field,

accretes in the morphogenetic field, dormant aspects of the DNA & RNA come to

the dynamics of morphogenetic fields and thus, does not yet understand the intimate
connection

the knowledge of morphogenetic fields and multidimensional reality structure. This
assumption creates a misinterpretation
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directly influencing the morphogenetic templates upon which manifest forms and events are
created. Keylontic

of multi-dimensional Morphogenetic Fields- the science and art of consciousness and
creation. The

grids) of which morphogenetic fields are composed. Keylontic Science uses specific scalar
templates to

of energy, within morphogenetic fields. The scalar templates of Keylontic Science are called
Geomancies

through the human morphogenetic field. This pattern of light-sound represents a specific
scalar



within the human morphogenetic field. Geomancy Control Codes are wave-guides that direct
the

through the human morphogenetic field, in order to create desired results within the ..

and knowledge. All morphogenetic fields, including that of the human body and identity, are

Intelligence that the morphogenetic structure of manifest identity perpetually receives its
structural integrity and

the creation of morphogenetic fields -the templates of creation upon which matter and
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intrinsic dynamics of morphogenetic field operation and is geared toward developing,
activating and expanding

the multi-dimensional morphogenetic fields, through which human consciousness manifests.
Even if one does
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Crystal Matrices, Morphogenetic Field And Keylontic Science 1. Partiki, Partika and Particum:
Smallest

building blocks of morphogenetic fields, matter and individuated conscious identity. Operate
as minute, perpetual

that is the morphogenetic field Crystal Body- the Blueprint upon which matter and identity

The fabric of morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units group to form interwoven Strands,
4.

that of which morphogenetic fields are represent the electro-tonal programs of fashioned.
Out

to form individuated morphogenetic fields. 5. Geomancies: Composite Fire Letter 5. 3· A

energy through the morphogenetic field Crystal Body. ~(0) Q *Geomancies Morphogenetic
Fields

Q *Geomancies Morphogenetic Fields govern the form of matter manifestation and evolution
of

the science of morphogenetic field mechanics and thus holds the key to physical reality
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of human biological morphogenetic structure certain dimensional bands direct the function
of other dimensional

the Crystal Body morphogenetic field. Each Hova body has a control center- the portion

Page:  22

Crown-Pineal Eight Morphogenetic Chakras (MC) presently dormant MC8. Thymus-Cosmic
Core MC9.

12 dimensional human morphogenetic field to the planetary, galactic & universal
morphogenetic fields. A.

galactic & universal morphogenetic fields. A. Universal Merkaba Field- MC"s 14&15, Links
galactic
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frequency) Grid (morphogenetic Partiki grid). 1. Nada Hova- the Incarnate 10 (Taurenic

Identity and the morphogenetic Crystal Body. Through this process At-one-ment with our

lifetime. Due to morphogenetic field distortions the process now takes place through
successive reincarnations.

years. Through Keylontic Morphogenetic Science and the Silicate Matrix Crystal Gene, we can
reclaim
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Substance Anatomy of Morphogenetic Identity The 8 Morphogenetic Bodies & Tonal
Translations of the

Identity The 8 Morphogenetic Bodies & Tonal Translations of the Stellar Fire Letter
Sequences
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Patum ah Because Morphogenetic Fields are scalar grids, that are built upon minute patterns

the nature of Morphogenetic Fields and the personal Crystal Body Morphogenetic Field,
through which

personal Crystal Body Morphogenetic Field, through which we manifest, we begin to realize
the

energy within the morphogenetic field, which either serves to raise or lower the vibrational

directly affect the morphogenetic field. In our culture we tend to take sound for

power to create morphogenetic field alterations. This Exercise, and the 2 that follow, are

are applications of morphogenetic field technology. Using specific affirmative word
combinations, such as in

frequency within the morphogenetic field, which accelerates and realigns the lower
dimensional frequencies within
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programs within the Morphogenetic Crystal Body (Energy Body). Word patterns can serve to

a very powerful morphogenetic programming grid to assist you in accelerating spiritual
evolution and
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creates a powerful morphogenetic manifestation grid. This grid will assist in accelerating the
activation
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the multidimensional human morphogenetic field, that corresponds to Harmonic Hunverse-2
and DNA Strand

Body contains the morphogenetic imprint, conscious awareness and Kee-Ra-ShA energy for
2



and 2nd Dimensional morphogenetic field. Anchoring the Archetype imprints the personal
morphogenetic field with

imprints the personal morphogenetic field with the realigned template for DNA strands 1-6
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of its geometrical morphogenetic field as it enters dimensionalization. It is the connection of

structures of the morphogenetic field scalar grids that allows for a being to attain

into time, the morphogenetic field is fragmented, thus temporarily severing the conduit of
communication

structures of the morphogenetic fielcj progressively reassemble, re-opening the conduits of
communication through

first evolution, the morphogenetic codes (scalar wave patterns) of the entire 15-Dimensional

within the identity"s morphogenetic field and these codes will remain as the consciousness
leaves

for incarnation, the morphogenetic codes it collected in it first projection in time will

imbued within the morphogenetic fields of the dimensionalized identity aspects, where they
will manifest

Codes within the morphogenetic field and genetic imprint. The Ascended Master is also the

Bodies, within the morphogenetic anatomy of the human. The Yuseta Hova Bodies
correspond to
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one time the morphogenetic field of the planet would over-load with frequency causing

within the planetary morphogenetic field, most awaken in stages as the planetary vibration
rises.
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human multi-dimensional morphogenetic field, that corresponds to Harmonic Universe-3 and
DNA Strands

Body contains the morphogenetic imprint, conscious awareness and Kee-Ra-ShA (Kundalini)
energy

intertwined through the morphogenetic field and DNA. The DNA serves as the conduit
through

(accretes) the morphogenetic field and DNA, more of the consciousness from its higher-

of the multidimensional morphogenetic field), progressively activating more elements of
dormant DNA, expanding the

restore the biological morphogenetic field to repair DNA mutation, through which the natural
processes

which Key/antic Morphogenetic Science is consciously used by the incarnate identity to
restore

to restore the morphogenetic field for rapid consciousness expansion, DNA restoration,
biological transmutation and
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the multidimensional human morphogenetic field are collectively referred to as the Crystal
Body. The

Body is the morphogenetic field, which forms as a crystalline structure of interwoven Partiki

the multi-dimensional morphogenetic field, of a person, object, planet, galaxy, universe or
cosmos.

The Crystal Body morphogenetic field represents the causal aspect of all manifest effects,
and

built upon specific morphogenetic field templates that exist in specific relationships to each
other,

a matrix of morphogenetic order called the Time Matrix, within which all manifest reality
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which form the morphogenetic template for cosmic creation. All life forms represent smaller
morphogenetic

forms represent smaller morphogenetic fields, microcosmic versions of the macrocosmic
dimensional scale, that hold

that form the morphogenetic framework within which BioSpiritual Evolution of life forms
takes place.

Matrix: Within the morphogenetic structure of cosmic design, the Energy Matrix exists within
the

magnetism, lighting the morphogenetic scalar grids and setting the core morphogenetic field
within which

setting the core morphogenetic field within which all manifest creation takes place. The
Energy

Bodies of human morphogenetic structure and their 3 levels of Ascended Mastery identity (
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of which the morphogenetic fields of multiple Monads emerge. It is the first projection

which the entire morphogenetic field and gestalt consciousness is created. Using Keylontic
Science to

consciously opening the morphogenetic field of the Incarnate to the God-Seed begins
simultaneously

the 15-Dimensional morphogenetic field of one Time Matrix. Harmonic Universes create the
dimensional

forms have a morphogenetic field that spans the 5 Harmonic Universes of the Time

12) the planetary morphogenetic field exists as crystalline liquid light Pre-matter and in
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that form the morphogenetic field/Crystal Body of multi-dimensional human anatomy. There
are

serve as the morphogenetic templates upon which the consciousness, Merkaba Fields, DNA,



auric field,

field levels and morphogenetic codes 13, 14 and 15. Energy Matrix-Yuseta Hova Bodies:
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characteristic to the morphogenetic order of the form. In humans, part of the Kee-

where the race morphogenetic field is stored. The human Kee-Ra-ShA begins at

determined by the morphogenetic and genetic coding of the parents. When conception
occurs, part

to the race morphogenetic field in Earth"s core and the Soul Matrix in HU-
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fetus and the morphogenetic field, through which the body and consciousness will
progressively rise

distortions in the morphogenetic imprint for the DNA, most people will not experience
Kundalini

to the race morphogenetic field, at Earth"s core and the Raja Hova Body, at

frequency through the morphogenetic field and body cells, raising the rate of vibratory
oscillation

the body and morphogenetic field to receive Higher Identity Integration, corresponds to
chakras and
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dimensional biochemistry and morphogenetic field mechanics, through which the human
body and consciousness are

· dimensional human morphogenetic field that corresponds to Harmonic Universe-4 and DNA
strands

Body contains the morphogenetic imprint, conscious awareness and KeeRa-ShA energy for 2
cycles

to the race morphogenetic field, which creates a full Kee-Ra-ShA (Kundalini)

substance from the morphogenetic field into form manifestation. Merkaba Spirals appear as
spiraling, tetrahedronal,

energy, the personal morphogenetic field and the manifest form. Everyone has sets of
Merkaba

into the personal morphogenetic field, to "fill the body form out in particles"

human multi-dimensional morphogenetic field are kept separate through magnetic repulsion.
To accomplish higher

to release the morphogenetic field Frequency Seals that keep Harmonic The MCEO Freedom
Teachings
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Miasms: Miasms are morphogenetic crystallization of Partika (electro-tonal units of
consciousness that



(thoughts create morphogenetic templates within the morphogenetic field of the body and
consciousness).

templates within the morphogenetic field of the body and consciousness). Miasms manifest
within the

Crystals, within the morphogenetic field, DNA, physical body and consciousness, which
accretes from one

Crystals within the morphogenetic field) is frequently called the Karmic Imprint, its The
MCEO
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particles), within the morphogenetic field and DNA, which dissolves the Miasmic Crystal
through morphogenetic

Miasmic Crystal through morphogenetic and inter-cellular fusion. Through fusion and
reciprocal fission, within

by changing the morphogenetic program of the past, as it is stored in the

manipulation of the morphogenetic field are understood. Morphogenetic Field: See "Crystal
Body". Nada

field are understood. Morphogenetic Field: See "Crystal Body". Nada Hova Body: The 3-

Body contains the morphogenetic imprint, conscious awareness and Kee-Ra-ShA energy for
2
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the multidimensional human morphogenetic field that corresponds to Harmonic Univers-5,
morphogenetic codes 13-

Harmonic Univers-5, morphogenetic codes 13-15 (no DNA equivalent), houses the
awareness

Body contains the morphogenetic imprint, conscious awareness and Kee-Ra-ShA energy for
2

- within the morphogenetic field of the cosmic Unified Field of Energy. Scalar waves

of the cosmic morphogenetic field. The appearance of scalar wave movement is generated
as

the fabric of morphogenetic fields. Morphogenetic Fields are built upon units of electro-tonal

of morphogenetic fields. Morphogenetic Fields are built upon units of electro-tonal
consciousness called
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the foundations of morphogenetic field construction. The Partiki Grids, formed by the Partiki
units,

Partiki girds of morphogenetic fields. Each Partiki unit thus, represents a fixed point of

created in the morphogenetic Partiki grid as fission and fusion synchronistically occur during
the

particles within the morphogenetic fields of cosmic structure, operating from the macrocosm
to the



manifest upon a morphogenetic template of Partiki grids, or grids of Standing Scalar Waves,

Fields. The entire morphogenetic field of the cosmic Unified Field of Energy and its

smaller Scalar Grid morphogenetic fields of consciousness are placed for individuated
expression and evolution.

multi-dimensional human morphogenetic anatomy are smaller Scalar Grids that house the
dimensionalized levels

built upon a morphogenetic imprint of 12 DNA strands, each strand corresponding to 1

intertwined through the morphogenetic field, which creates a sympathetic correspondence
and synchronized path of
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imprints within the morphogenetic field, that appear in the form of star-tetrahedron crystals.

Strands has a morphogenetic design that resembles the structure of a "fiber-optics

through which the morphogenetic field makes its transition into physically manifest matter
substance. Through

substance. Through complex morphogenetic field dynamics knows as the Transduction
Sequence, frequency from the

(accreted) the morphogenetic imprint of the DNA, which begins a progressive manifestation
of

imprints, within the morphogenetic field, corresponds to a specific dimensional frequency
band within the
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body cells and morphogenetic field, progressively forming what is called Cellular Memol)i. In

mutations in the morphogenetic imprint of the Silicate Matrix DNA; these imprints can be
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genetic codes and morphogenetic field constructions rely upon death of the physical form
and

through realigning the morphogenetic field, upon which the physical DNA is built. Such
morphogenetic

is built. Such morphogenetic field realignment has the potential to reverse-mutate the
human

rapidly restore the morphogenetic imprint for the Silicate Matrix. Soul: The Soul Identity is

the formation of morphogenetic scalar fields, laying the foundation structures for
Macrocosmic and Microcosmic

and infinite microcosmic morphogenetic fields are projected into the Unified Energy Field of
Macrocosmic
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that becomes the morphogenetic field for Energy Matrices. Within the first level of an

the first dimensionalized morphogenetic scalar grids of conscious Ante-matter wave form,



which form

for multiple Universal morphogenetic structures. Step 8: The Rishi Consciousness Gestalts
create within themselves

4, creating the morphogenetic fields upon which Pre-matter liquid light Avatar Consciousness
Gestalts

for multiple Galactic morphogenetic structures. Step 9: The Avatar Consciousness Gestalts
create, within themselves,

3, creating the morphogenetic fields upon which Etheric matter/Silica based life-forms of

for multiple Planetary morphogenetic structures. Step 10: The Over-Soul Consciousness
Gestalts create, within

2, creating the morphogenetic fields upon which Semi-etheric matter/Carbon-Silica based
life-

for Race/Species morphogenetic structures. Step 11: The Soul Consciousness Gestalts
create, within themselves,

1, creating the morphogenetic fields upon which Gross matter/Carbon based life-forms of

basis for Individual morphogenetic structures. Science, Spirituality and Stair Step Creation
The dynamics through

the formation of morphogenetic scalar grids, is a higher ordered system of creation, which
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energy. The morphogenetic fields of creation, Partiki Grids that form scalar fields, are
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that form the morphogenetic field and hold the focus of multi-dimensional levels of

Light", within the morphogenetic field, chakra system and DNA. The Pillar of Light is

begins activating the morphogenetic codes, through which the Nada, Alphi, Betcha and
Mahara Hova

to set the morphogenetic field, through which ascension out of space-time-matter may

energy through the morphogenetic field, chakra systems, DNA, mind and body. This exercise
begins

of Keylontic Science morphogenetic field techniques are cumulative; consistent repetition
creates progressive bio-system

Pentagram (a morphogenetic scalar wave guide), which is the 51h-Dimensional Geomancy
Control

Nada Hova Body morphogenetic field. Through using these Geomancies, the conduits to
receive the
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opened within the morphogenetic field, chakra system and DNA. The 5th Dimensional
Archetype Identity

bio-energetic and morphogenetic fields of the Incarnate, the 2nd and 5th chakras are

activation and the morphogenetic imprints of the 4th, 5th and 6th DNA strands are



the multi-dimensional morphogenetic field. Offers an introductory overview to the science
and spirituality

Nada Hova Body morphogenetic field, through which the conduits to receive the 7th, 8th

opened within the morphogenetic field, chakra system and DNA. The Bth dimensional Monad
identity

bio-energetic and morphogenetic fields of the Incarnate, beginning the activation of the
dormant

and prepares the morphogenetic imprint of the 7th, Bth and gth DNA strand for

accrete into the Morphogenetic Field to build up into matter form, the relationship between

forms, and the Morphogenetic Crystal Seals that govern phase-lock of Merkaba Spirals, to
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upon which the Morphogenetic Field is built) to release the Morphogenetic Crystal Seals that

to release the Morphogenetic Crystal Seals that keep the Hova Bodies and Merkaba Spirals

substance of the morphogenetic scalar grids, as they apply to the formation of Miasmic

Pattern, within the morphogenetic field. Provides an orientation to the true nature of "

Letters of the morphogenetic scalar grids back into their original pattern of creation, so

particles of the morphogenetic field and body back to their original Anti-matter wave

distortions from the morphogenetic field, DNA, body and consciousness so that natural
processes of

Miasms from the morphogenetic field, to reduce the manifestation of disharmonic karmic
disease patterns

Grids in the morphogenetic field for later transmutation, using advanced Miasmic-Kathara-
Grid mechanics.
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by interwoven, multidimensional morphogenetic fields, through which each human incarnate
is indelibly connected to

to the race morphogenetic field at Earth"s core (in the Halls of Amenti),

The release of morphogenetic Seals, acceleration of the Merkaba Fields, activation of the
DNA,
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of the cosmos. Morphogenetic Fields: the Fabric of Creation The essential first link between

referred to as morphogenetic (form holding) fields. Morphogenetic fields (MF) are comprised

form holding) fields. Morphogenetic fields (MF) are comprised by templates of conscious
light

which form the morphogenetic structure of each and all dimensions (D) Dimensions are

sound and light. Morphogenetic Fields (MF"s) of Dimensions (D"s) are composed of
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dynamics of dimensionalized morphogenetic fields, in which conscious experience takes
place. MFs can be

human, mind)! Cosmic morphogenetic structure is ordered into sets of systems, each one
comprising

3, forming a morphogenetic blue print of five, 3-dimensional reality systems, in each

basis of cosmic morphogenetic order. Understanding this is essential to the understanding.
of the

directly creates the morphogenetic blue print of the human multidimensional form. The blue
print

but interwove.n morphogenetic bodies of light and sound, within which portions of
consciousness
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the multi-dimensional morphogenetic anatomy. Physical anatomy, matter solidity, external
space and linear passage

focus concerns the morphogenetic energy process. It is this central truth which provides the

result of explicit morphogenetic field and higher body dynamics. Evolution, identity
integration and the
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dimension of its morphogenetic structure. MKB fields exist not only in individual structures
of

band through the morphogenetic blueprint of the higher bodies. This blueprint keeps the
identity

a series of morphogenetic structures called morphogenetic crystal seals. Through opening
the crystal seals

morphogenetic structures called morphogenetic crystal seals. Through opening the crystal
seals the MKB spirals
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to release the morphogenetic seals, which keep our MKB spiral"s locked into our present
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to affect the morphogenetic structure of the higher bodies directly, beginning the process of

for particle manifestation. Morphogenetic Fields & the 8 Hova Bodies There are 8 primary

as "the Morphogenetic Field". All manifest forms, including thoughts themselves, possess
MF"s, which
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identity of the morphogenetic HCB. There is little difference· between the substance of

human anatomy and morphogenetic The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series 70 Presented
by Adashi
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out of which morphogenetic templates for matter manifestation are created. Thoughts form
mini crystal

and within the morphogenetic CB of the earth. Your thoughts are planted in the

Miasms are the morphogenetic imprints responsible for creating the manifestations of
disease and disharmonic
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Collective Crystal Body Morphogenetic Field - out of which separate incarnational identities
emerge. When

is the original morphogenetic body crystal design, through which progressive and unimpeded
integration of

compose the human morphogenetic anatomy. The Kl and miasmic built-up, that presently
plagues
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integration of the morphogenetic Hova bodies. Clearing of the Kl is the return of

templates are called morphogenetic fields (MF"s) and they represent conscious, living,
intelligent, individuated

the God Mind. Morphogenetic fields are the creative thoughts of God, born into perpetual
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simply because the morphogenetic template of identity, upon which individual consciousness
manifests, exists as
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consciousness - or morphogenetic wave grids (within which that particular body is stationed

upon a fixed morphogenetic template of sound. As this consciously moves itself, or evolves,

and the greater morphogenetic construction, within which they exist, makes the process of
achieving

of a larger morphogenetic template beyond the five higher bodies, which involves three
other,
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the God Seed morphogenetic scalar girds within the earthly body, into life consciousness -

Light is a morphogenetic construction of scalar grids that appears in the bio-energetic
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the human, genetic, morphogenetic lines so that they could re-evolve through the
Melchizedek
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these areas of morphogenetic distortion will create blockages, or blank spots in frequency,
within

Page:  80

10, 42, 71 morphogenetic field, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 23, 27,

, 56, 60 Morphogenetic Field, 13, 14, 20, 27, 43, 69, 72 Morphogenetic Fields,

43, 69, 72 Morphogenetic Fields, 14, 16, 20, 27, 44, 58, 69 Multi-dimensional
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applications of Keylontic Morphogenetic Science, as further detailed in the latter portions of
this
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dynamics of Keylontic Morphogenetic Science. I was trained to become a bio-physical
translator
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functions of Keylontic Morphogenetic Science, whereby Keylontic Symbol Codes are used to
restructure the

within the crystalline morphogenetic body will be subtly rearranged to produce greater
conductivity of
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blueprint is the Morphogenetic Field (form-holding template) upon which the structures of

a 15-dimensional Morphogenetic Field (a "Keylon Body" ) that en ergetically
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the crystalline latticework morphogenetic blueprint of the Geomantic Entity Gestalt identity.
Through the Geomancy
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that direct the morphogenetic Keylon structure of the body. Thoughts will thus affect the
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Mind through the Morphogenetic Keylontic structure of the Soul Matrix. The Soul Matrix
holds
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the Keylon Code morphogenetic energy identity of the thoughts, images, emotions and
sensations contained
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organizations of the morphogenetic body-they simply arrange existing codes into more
effective patterns.
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blueprint of the morphogenetic Keylon body. However, the exercise must be completed in
one
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applications of Keylontic Morphogenetic Science. Keylontic Science is the most advanced
school of scientific



mechanics of the Morphogenetic Fields that exist beneath and within all observable
creations. Using

to the Keylontic Morphogenetic Body and to greater amounts of information, and it can
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relationship, and Keylontic Morphogenetic Science will be your greatest tool in directing and
accelerating

and applied Keylontic Morphogenetic Science will assist you to create adaptability of body
and
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receivers in our morphogenetic structure, we wouldn"t be sitting in the room. And that
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held within the morphogenetic form which Copyright© 2000 A"sha-yana & A"za-yana
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mess in our morphogenetic field That"s why these type of healing techniques will work
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were fragmented, their morphogenetic fields fragmented. Some of them ended up having to
evolve

some of their morphogenetic imprint intact. But there is a terror pattern that has

aware, while your morphogenetic fields literally blew apart You could feel yourself coming
unglued,
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events into our morphogenetic holographic template, we are recoding the past, literally. We
are
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away from the morphogenetic field There is a way to reverse the imprint of
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blocks of the morphogenetic codes that the Kathara Grids build on. So we are
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of Consciousness called Morphogenetic Fields. The Morphogenetic Structure or Template of
our Universal Time

Morphogenetic Fields. The Morphogenetic Structure or Template of our Universal Time
Matrix is composed
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building blocks of morphogenetic fields , matter and individuated conscious identity. Operate
as minute,
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not yet identified Morphogenetic Field Structure and so knows little of the true function

of the human morphogenetic field and holds the core dimensionalized scalar/frequency
patterns, upon

into the personal morphogenetic field through the DNA imprint, progressively expanding the
scalar Template
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consciousness into their morphogenetic field. Indigos incarnate from higher dimensions, and
they represent embodiments
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into the personal morphogenetic field via the DNA). Humans with Cloister Race genetic lines
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into its personal morphogenetic field and DNA. Biological forms, built upon the pure
geometrical
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points within a morphogenetic field. The Oraphim genetic imprint of the Indigo Children
allow
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replicated in the morphogenetic field and genetic code of the fetal body and the
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result from this morphogenetic disharmony. The Type-3 may also display the opposite
polarity

Nephilim DNA and morphogenetic field. Once this is accomplished through re-assembly of
the

Avatar withdraws its morphogenetic field, disengaging the 2 identities. When dealing with
Type-3
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as minute, perpetual

The fabric of morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units group to fomn interwoven Strands,
then

out of which morphogenetic fields are fashioned. Out of a Unified Field of Partiki

to form individuated morphogenetic fields . Par11ka Anti-matter 3. Partiki units continue to

that is the morphogeneti• field Crystal Body- the Blueprint upon whic matter and identity

~ B. The Morphogenetic Field is made of interwoven Partiki Grids. The electro-tonal

within dimensionalized manifestation. Morphogenetic Fields are thus Scalar Grids, that fomn
in specific ordered

which form manifests. Morphogenetic Fields govern the form of matter manifestation and
the evolution

biology and consciousness. Morphogenetic Field mechanics thus hold the key to mastery of
physical
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as minute, perpetual
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Manifestation Template or Morphogenetic Field upon which the planet"s matter body is
formed. The
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energies; •!• Create Morphogenetic Re-patteming, clearing karmic/ miasmic imprints which
otherwise block DNA

and . personal morphogenetic fields arising from the intensifying Stellar Activation"s Cycle
now underway
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foundations of KEYLONTIC MORPHOGENETIC SCIENCE and advanced SCALAR MECHANICS,
as understood by races of
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is called a Morphogenetic Field (Scalar Grid) or MANIFESTATION TEMPLATE. Keylontic
Science is
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Primal Order • Morphogenetic Fields, or the MANIFESTATION TEMPLATES that serve as the
blueprint

form. • The Morphogenetic Fields upon which universes manifest are built upon a
Manifestation
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Sub-Harmonics Universal Morphogenetic Field: (cannot fully process through the human
gene code

Sub-Harmonics Human Morphogenetic Field: (can process through gene code via 12-Strand
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points within a morphogenetic field. Each Harmonic Universe contains the frequency
progression that forms
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points within a morphogenetic field. All things in manifest existence are perpetually fed
energy
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Crown- Pineal 8 Morphogenetic Chakras (MC) MCS· Thymus MC9- Thalamus MC10- Galactic
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points within a morphogenetic field. The Oraphim genetic imprint of the Indigo Children
allows
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Through the personal morphogenetic field and auric fie ld, every being, in every Time
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Matrix. Severing their morphogenetic field from that of their original Elohei-Eiohim Breneau
Rishi

maintaining their finite morphogenetic field, the Jehovani D-11 avatars have attempted to
take
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teachings of Keylontic Morphogenetic Science (matter template mechanics), Universal
Unified Field Physics (
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through which the morphogenetic field scalar template of an individual is indelibly,
energetically connected

galactic and universal morphogenetic field. Beyond the dimensionalized structure of the Time
Matrix there

through the cosmic morphogenetic field. The 8 Hova Bodies, which represent the Primal
Order

through which the morphogenetic field, inner psyche and DNA Template of an individual
incarnate
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core vibrations) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Triadic Energy Matrix conscious
inaudible Triadic
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core vibrations) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Po/aric Energy Matrix conscious
inaudible

all vibration) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Eckatic Energy Matrix conscious
Eckatic Khundaray

represents the multidimensional morphogenetic field or Manifestation Template through
which stellar bodies and biological
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all vibration) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Eckatic Energy Matrix. The Eckatic
Energy

core vibrations) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Polaric Energy Matrix. Each of the
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core vibrations) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Triadic Energy Matrix. Each of the
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levels of the Morphogenetic Field. When functioning properly, the Kathara Lines connect



each Harmonic

and within the morphogenetic field, DNA and body rhythms of dimensionalized forms. The 3
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Fields, into the morphogenetic field of a form, progressively expanding the form via
frequency

particles into the morphogenetic field, building up the particle base of the form, following

set by the morphogenetic field. As the morphogenetic field expands, the form evolves
upward/

field. As the morphogenetic field expands, the form evolves upward/ expands outward
through the
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Corres ondences The Morphogenetic Field Scalar-wave Template for the_Original Human
Genome ""
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System As the morphogenetic fields of species are interwoven into the larger morphogenetic
field

into the larger morphogenetic field of the planet they inhabit, there is a direct
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Celestaline Wave", "Morphogenetic Wave" ~ or the "Maharic Wave" ("Maharic" is
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Initiation) of the morphogenetic field imprint of the fuii12-Strand DNA Silicate Matrix and

the DNA and morphogenetic field. Merger of the Tanotra and DiOmni Hova Bodies.
Ascended
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Blueprint .... Keylon Morphogenetic "Thdught-form" Field ... Merkaba Field-+ Kathara Grid
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Blueprint --+ Keylon Morphogenetic "Thought-form" Field ... Merkaba Fields-+ Kathara Grid
DNA/
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encoded 3-dimensional Morphogenetic Field ("Keylon Thought-form Field" or Morphogenetic
"Keylon

form Field" or Morphogenetic "Keylon Crystal Grid") carrying the manifestation blueprint
program of
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Template-Merkaba Field-Morphogenetic Thought-form Field Keylon Grids & Units-Maharic
Shield Template
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Keylon Crystal Body Morphogenetic Field, then into the Merkaba Field, DNA Template and
Hova
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Units of Consciousness. Morphogenetic Fields and Scalar Grids 1. Partiki, Partika and
Particum: Smallest

building blocks of morphogenetic fields, matter and individuated conscious identity. Operates
as minute, perpetual

The fabric of morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units group to form interwoven Strands,
then

out of which morphogenetic fields are fashioned. Out of a Unified Field of Partiki

to form individuated morphogenetic fields. Particum Matter Partika Anti-matter 3. Partiki
units continue

that is the morphogenetic field Crystal Body- the Blueprint upon which matter and identity

~ ~ The Morphogenetic Field is made of interwoven Partiki Grids. The electro-tonal

within dimensionalized manifestation. Morphogenetic Fields are thus Scalar Grids that form
in specific ordered

which form manifests. Morphogenetic Fields govern the form of matter manifestation and
evolution of

biology and consciousness. Morphogenetic Field mechanics thus hold the key to mastery of
physical
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points within a morphogenetic field. Magnetic Repulsion Zones create separation between
Harmonic Universes. 21
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levels of the Morphogenetic Field. When functioning properly, the Kathara Lines connect
each Harmonic

and within the morphogenetic field, DNA and body rhythms of dimensionalized forms. The 3
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Divine Blueprint-+ Keylon Morphogenetic"Thought-form" Field -tMerkaba Fields .. Kathara
Grid DNA/

· Merkaba Field-Morphogenetic Thought-form Field Keylon Grids & units-Maharic Shield
Template
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·3-dimensional Morphogenetic Field ("Keylon Thought-form Field" or Morphogenetic "Keylon

form Field" or Morphogenetic "Keylon Crystal Grid") carrying the manifestation blueprint
program of
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Merkaba Field - Morphogenetic Thought-form Field - Keylon Grids & Units- Maharic Shield
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Blueprint -+Keylon Morphogenetic"Thought-form" Field ~erkaba Fields .. Kathara Grid DNA/
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Keylon Crystal Body Morphogenetic Field, then into the Merkaba Field, DNA. Template and
Hova
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points within a morphogenetic field. " 1 j l i iI ,II I
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levels of the Morphogenetic Field. When functioning properly, the Kathara Lines connect
each Harmonic

and within the morphogenetic field, DNA and body rhythms of dimensional· ized forms.
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Through the personal morphogenetic field and auric field, every being, in every Time Matrix,
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Matrix. Severing their morphogenetic field from that of their original Elohei-Eiohim Breneau
Rishi

maintaining their finite morphogenetic field, the Jehovani D-11 avatars have attempted to
take
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energies. • Creates Morphogenetic Re-patterning, clearing karmic miasmic imprints which
otherwise block DNA

Grids and personal morphogenetic fields arising from the intensifying Stellar Activation Cycle
now under
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detached from the Morphogenetic Field of the planet. Portions of Alania were immediately
destroyed

Page:  5

vaporized, and the morphogenetic field carried in those fragments was pulled into a black

gaseous substance, this morphogenetic field broke down into 12 pieces, which set up a

of Tara"s fragmented morphogenetic field fused with this sun, while the 11 other pieces

portion of the morphogenetic field. These planets did not birth into existence in the

Tara"s planetary grid morphogenetic field. These planets did not birth into Harmonic
Universe 1,

literally. Their original morphogenetic field fell in vibration, reorganized through the
morphogenetic field of

reorganized through the morphogenetic field of a star, and remanifested within a slower
vibrating

part of Tara"s morphogenetic field that fused with this already existing, non-Taran sun).

the Unified Field morphogenetic structure of Harmonic Universe 1. 1. All suns have sets
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from their race morphogenetic field at Tara"s core and disengaged from their original soul
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served as a morphogenetic field for the 12-strand DNA Turaneusiam race prototype. Also

contained within this morphogenetic field were the Keylontic Time Codes (electrotonal
frequency patterns)

genetic and planetary morphogenetic field was entered into the remaining morphogenetic
field of Earth

into the remaining morphogenetic field of Earth through the 11th and 14th dimensions. This

14th dimensions. This morphogenetic field of consciousness energetically took on the shape
of a

portion of Tara"s morphogenetic field that contained the imprint for Mu and its inhabitants.

grid following the morphogenetic imprint from the sphere, a link between the future Tara
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cases of planetary morphogenetic field fragmentation is that of a Host Matrix Transplant (

received a similar morphogenetic sphere from the Palaidorians to fulfill the same purpose.
But

bodies (and morphogenetic blueprints) for the now formless consciousness fragments of the
fallen

Sphere of Amenti morphogenetic Field allowed for the Ur-Tarranates to enter incarnational
cycles

set within Earth"s morphogenetic field nearly 550 million years ago, the Earth grid had
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which became the morphogenetic patterns for five races known as the Cloistered Races.
Collectively

race held the morphogenetic imprint for DNA strands 7-12 (which held the
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particle universe. The morphogenetic fields of those races were then drawn into your
particle-

the Cloistered Race morphogenetic field. Both groups held the dimensional codes/strands
of?-12.

races anchored the morphogenetic fields of dimensions 7-12 into dimension one and Earth.

to the Turaneusiarn morphogenetic field. The Halls of Amenti-Rescue Mission Stage 3
25,000,000

25,000,000 YA The morphogenetic consciousness of the five Cloistered Races held within
the Sphere
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would leave the morphogenetic fleld and express into manifestation as Root Races within
each

link with the morphogenetic fleld of their Cloistered Race, pick up strands 7-12

lost portions ofTara"s morphogenetic fleld. Though the dynamics of this process are
complicated, the
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portals within the morphogenetic field of the Sphere of Amenti are known as the

Amenti Blue Flame Morphogenetic Field The Ivory Gates of Tara 25,000,000 YA Once the

that represented the morphogenetic field for the entire planetary grid structure. They
removed from

from Tara the morphogenetic field through which Tara drew its energy imprint for its

of Tara"s interior morphogenetic field was done out of necessity. If the morphogenetic field

necessity. If the morphogenetic field had remained within Tara"s core, Tara"s progression of
dimensional



6, through the morphogenetic field at its core, it would next begin to pull
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and expanded Tara"s morphogenetic field, certain portions of these frequencies could not
plug into

up within the morphogenetic field of Tara"s core, eventually causing the entire grid system

to explode. The morphogenetic field of Tara had to be temporarily removed from the

frequencies until its morphogenetic field had been returned to the planetary core. The planet

connected to its morphogenetic field in order to retain its form, but the field

planet structure. The morphogenetic field of Tara had to be placed within the portions

of the original morphogenetic field that had been blown apart, broken down among the

a portion ofTara"s morphogenetic field, and Tara could draw in sustaining energy from each

of the Taran morphogenetic field. Tara could not ascend to HU-3 and become

portion of the morphogenetic field and ascended back into the Taran grid. (The

of the Taran morphogenetic field. Earth received its portion 25 million years ago when

pattern of energy/morphogenetic field had the appearance of a standing wave pattern,
composed

portion of Tara"s morphogenetic field, was brought into the Sphere of Amenti by the

portion of the morphogenetic field it carried. 13
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and allowed Tara"s morphogenetic field to link with the double flame at Gaia"s core,

frequency of which morphogenetic fields are composed. Colors represent spectra of light
and light

7 within the morphogenetic field, a planet or a person can ascend/ evolve out

the time warp morphogenetic field of the Sphere of Amenti, represents the key to

gateway into Tara"s morphogenetic field. Whether the Staff is held within Tara"s core or

to the race morphogenetic field within the Sphere of Amenti, and it is through

through the Taran morphogenetic Sphere within one of the other 11 planets in your
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Races within the morphogenetic field of the Sphere polarized, splitting their energy fields,
each

creating two smaller morphogenetic fields within the Sphere of Amenti. The 10 new spheres

of these new morphogenetic fields. Each sphere became the morphogenetic field for one
Root

sphere became the morphogenetic field for one Root Race plus its companion Cloister Race

appointed. These five morphogenetic fields became Root Races 3-7, through which DNA
strands



assembled into the morphogenetic field of the body. This process was to be accomplished

body. With the morphogenetic field in the Sphere of Amenti holding the pattern for
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the Cloister Race morphogenetic field in the Sphere of Amenti, where it would pick

enter its Cloister"s morphogenetic field within the Sphere of Amenti, where DNA strands 7-

would open the morphogenetic field of the Palaidorian collective (five Cloistered Races),
where

the Blue Flame morphogenetic field of Tara with its consciousness, which began activation
of
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of the Palaidorian morphogenetic field and into physical incarnation The Five Cloistered
Races were

the Cloistered Races morphogenetic field. Each of the five Cloistered Races began with a
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had contaminated the morphogenetic fields, could be reversed. In terms of souls evolving
out

evolve into the morphogenetic field of their Cloister Race and pick up DNA strands

through the Cloister morphogenetic field of their Root Race into the collective Palaidorian
morphogenetic

the collective Palaidorian morphogenetic field where DNA strands of the other Root Races,
strands

removing from the morphogenetic fields of the Third and Fourth Cloistered Races, the
activation
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operational DNA. This morphogenetic alteration effectively sealed the particles of the
physical body out

from the Cloister morphogenetic field. The seventh strand (a primary base tone strand),

patterns from the morphogenetic field of the Cloister4, the human incarnate could not plug

back into the morphogenetic field. Following this morphogenetic distortion, the
consciousness would birth into

field. Following this morphogenetic distortion, the consciousness would birth into its Root
Race, complete

pass into the morphogenetic field for its Cloister, then have to rebirth into a

into its Cloister"s morphogenetic field, then have to wait until the Fifth Root Race
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out of their morphogenetic field/soul matrices, creating build-up of soul fragments in
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Sphere of Amenti morphogenetic field from Earth"s core in D-2, 5,500,000 years ago.

their Root Race morphogenetic field/soul matrix or that of their Cloister. Root races
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of their Palaidorian morphogenetic field once they had entered manifestation. The Root Race
3

their form-holding morphogenetic field, they would incarnate into elemental consciousness
and evolve as

lifted from the morphogenetic field. The Palaidorian/Amenti morphogenetic field within the
Sphere of

The Palaidorian/Amenti morphogenetic field within the Sphere of Amenti represented the
collective Soul

Earth from the morphogenetic field from D-4 instead of through Earth"s D-2
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into their race"s morphogenetic field at death, and thus they could not reincarnate into
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Earth. The race morphogenetic field through which a race incarnates represents the living
memory

race. If the morphogenetic field of a race is removed from a planet and

of the race morphogenetic field removed from the planet take with them the DNA
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of the race morphogenetic field could be "stepped down" to a slower vibrational

portion of the morphogenetic field through the core of another planet in HU-1.

of the Amenti morphogenetic field was placed within the core of Sirius B, the

merging with the morphogenetic field of humans from the Second Seeding. Much 26
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in their race morphogenetic field. This option was not available to Lamanian/Lemurian and

imprint in their morphogenetic field. The option assisted Atlanian/Atlantean races and their
Breanoua

into the race morphogenetic field in Sirius B. Within the morphogenetic field of Sirius

B. Within the morphogenetic field of Sirius B the soul could evolve here for

to the Palaidorian morphogenetic field and wait there for the seeding of the fifth

848,000 YA The morphogenetic field for the Second Seeding Races was entered into Sirius
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contained in their morphogenetic pattern, none of the races could activate the grounding
codes

into their Cloister morphogenetic field on the astral plane, then merge with their double

Host Matrix/ surrogate morphogenetic field for many of the races toward the end of
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original Melchizedek Cloister morphogenetic field, the Cloistered Family of Melchizedek and
the Templar-Melchizedeks.
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of the Melchizedek morphogenetic cloister. 31
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Blue Flame/Tara"s morphogenetic field out of the hands of the unbalanced, patriarchal
Melchizedek

humans with distorted morphogenetic imprints were released from the Seals of Palaidor and
Amenti
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the incarnate"s personal morphogenetic field is evaluated to determine if Templar Sealing is
in

imprint in the morphogenetic field is repaired. The eighth-dimensional meeting place and
passage

removed from the morphogenetic field of the Templar-Melchizedek Cloister. The portion of
the
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THE SECOND SEEDING morphogenetic field containing the Seal was removed from the
Sphere of

removed from the morphogenetic field. This genetic configuration of the TemplarAxion Seal
was the

part of the morphogenetic field was put under the jurisdic- 34
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the understanding of morphogenetic fields, or the formholding energy constructions that
allow matter and

of the greater morphogenetic field of the planet, and the progression of dimensional
ascension

means that the morphogenetic field of Earth was originally part of the morphogenetic field

part of the morphogenetic field of Tara (and both were part of Gaia"s

part of Gaia"s morphogenetic field). In order for an energy structure to fully ascend

of its original morphogenetic imprint. The morphogenetic fields exist as tapestries of inter-
woven



morphogenetic imprint. The morphogenetic fields exist as tapestries of inter-woven energy
particles, composed

process of assembling morphogenetic fields into their original pattern is the process of
recombining
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of the same morphogenetic field. When base tone and overtone merge, a resonant tone

return to the morphogenetic field carrying with them the new frequency patterns they picked

to the original morphogenetic field. When the particles and anti-particles are next expressed

frequencies into the morphogenetic field, through the merging of particles and anti-particles,
that

transmute, sending a Morphogenetic Wave into the dimensional band above. The
morphogenetic wave then

band above. The morphogenetic wave then projects its particle and anti-particle form into

manifest from the morphogenetic field back into their home dimension to continue their
evolution

that dimension. The morphogenetic field of a person exists as part of the larger

of the larger morphogenetic field of the planet, and so when a planet approaches

dimension through the morphogenetic wave, only portions of the human population will be
able
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time. The personal morphogenetic field and consciousness will be carried within the planet"s
morphogenetic

within the planet"s morphogenetic wave, which will merge with Tara"s fourth, fifth and
sixth-

carried in the morphogenetic wave will then re-manifest out of the morphogenetic field

out of the morphogenetic field into the Second Harmonic Universe frequency bands
(dimensions

not catch the morphogenetic wave will continue on in their own First Harmonic Universe
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held within their morphogenetic field and DNA imprint the frequency patterns of the fourth

bodies into Elohim morphogenetic fields. The Elohim hoped that, by the accelerated
evolution of

return to their morphogenetic fields upon death and would no longer suffer the
fragmentation

of the Sphere morphogenetic field the memory of the races would be re-entered
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to the Amenti morphogenetic field and "splicing them in" to the morphogenetic fields



in" to the morphogenetic fields of other entities from HU-3, HU-4 and

prevent the human morphogenetic field from becoming contaminated by the Anunnaki and
Drakon genetic

into the Amenti morphogenetic field, once their code distortions were corrected. The
humans involved
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Race. The original morphogenetic field for this sub-race became distorted through Anunnaki
interbreeding

of the Egyptian morphogenetic field from the Sphere-" of Amenti, placing this portion of

in the Amenti morphogenetic field were fused with the morphogenetic field provided by the

fused with the morphogenetic field provided by the HU-2 Seres, which created a

carrying Sirian-AnunnakiNephilim morphogenetic fields were remixed with the Serres-
Egyptians so the morphogenetic

Egyptians so the morphogenetic field of the Sirian-Egyptians could be integrated into the

of this early morphogenetic manipulation. During the Third Seeding this imprint became
even more

Atlanian sub-race morphogenetic field being merged with the Breanoua and Hibiru Cloisters
of
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into the human morphogenetic field through the Sixth Race Melchizedek Cloister, and
through this

the Egyptian-Nephilim morphogenetic field, which had been place with the Aton-A Host
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applied to the morphogenetic field of those of the Anunnaki Resistance. The Seal was

applied to the morphogenetic field of the Dracos hybrids. Neither strain could now inter-
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Sphere of Amenti morphogenetic field was now in the Andromeda galaxy. The Third Eye

with the Earth"s morphogenetic field in D-2, then birth into physical manifestation. A
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to the Amenti morphogenetic field for ascension unless they had fifth-dimensional coding in

reenter the Amenti morphogenetic field would evolve within the fourth-dimensional astral
planes between

open the Earth"s morphogenetic field to accept the Sphere of Amenti, while raising the

5 Blue Flame morphogenetic field ofTara. 50
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from the Amenti morphogenetic field filtered through the Earth grid, this energy would
stimulate

to the Earth"s morphogenetic field at D-2. The Inner Earth portals to D-
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"catch the morphogenetic wave" (discussed later) and pass through the Halls of

until the next morphogenetic wave. The people who were able to catch the first

to take this morphogenetic wave voyage in preparing their bodies and consciousness for this

orange-gold Flame morphogenetic field of Earth, during the time of transition. The Rod
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the Melchizedek Cloister morphogenetic field via the Arc of the Covenant. The new race
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Cloister Host Matrix morphogenetic field about 68,000 years ago. The Annu prospered in
Atlantis,
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through which the morphogenetic fields of Earths matter particles could be directly affected.
Earth"s
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make-up and morphogenetic fields of Earth matter substance. They served as major
construction
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would release two morphogenetic waves, through which masses of people could ascend to
Tara

opened. The first morphogenetic wave was released from Earth in 20,113 BC, the second

cycle of Earth, morphogenetic waves are released only during four periods, the first two

BC. The first morphogenetic wave of this Ascension Cycle was due to be released

AD. The last morphogenetic wave of this Ascension Cycle would take place in 4230
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races for the morphogenetic wave of 2017 AD became a very difficult task, as
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without the race morphogenetic field, the souls of the races would be trapped in

Blue Flame (morphogenetic field for Tara) could be released and returned through the
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Earth"s D-2 morphogenetic field, a small part of the Orange-gold Flame of
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the Blue Flame morphogenetic field. This object was called the Staff. Though these objects

and of the morphogenetic flames of the D-2 Rod and the D-5

Earth"s D-2 morphogenetic field in a way that would create a natural Frequency
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from the Earth"s morphogenetic field, so the fourth-dimensional frequencies could no longer
"

out of Earth"s morphogenetic pattern. Without these frequencies, the fourth-dimensional
frequency bands could

into the Earth"s morphogenetic field. Without those frequencies the Earth would not be able

within the Earth"s morphogenetic field, which meant that a portion of Earth"s particles
would
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to their own morphogenetic imprint. This gave an unfair evolutionary advantage to some
humans,

out of the morphogenetic field of the Sphere of Amenti involves the essence passing

out of its morphogenetic field and into the morphogenetic field of the planet onto

and into the morphogenetic field of the planet onto which it will birth. Once

entered its planetary morphogenetic field, it will then pass into the fetal pattern that

As the individualized morphogenetic field of the soul essence passes through the planetary
morphogenetic

through the planetary morphogenetic field, it picks up the frequency patterns characteristic
to the

from the planetary morphogenetic field, soul essences passing through the Earth core for
birthing
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from the soul morphogenetic field to plug into the Earth"s morphogenetic field. The DNA

into the Earth"s morphogenetic field. The DNA is created in physical terms as its

its already existing morphogenetic imprint passes through the Earth core morphogenetic
field where the

the Earth core morphogenetic field where the energy imprint for the DNA then picks
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energy from the morphogenetic field of Amenti through breathing. Only after the Seal of
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meet within the morphogenetic field of the race identity and that of the Earth"s



Through the race morphogenetic field in the Sphere of Amenti the individual"s connection to

exists within the morphogenetic field as an energetic blue print through which identities and

manifest. The race morphogenetic field also holds the individuated morphogenetic field for a
person,

holds the individuated morphogenetic field for a person, and contains the higher dimensional
soul

with its personal morphogenetic field and from the morphogenetic fields of its race and

and from the morphogenetic fields of its race and the planet. The Ego awareness
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of the Amenti morphogenetic field. The Higher Self allowed the fourth and fifth DNA
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the Melchizedek Cloister Morphogenetic Field, the AnnuMelchizedeks and Hebrew Races
Removed and Serres-Egyptians
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into their race morphogenetic field at death, those deviations would eventually override the
original

patterns in the morphogenetic field. If the Amenti race morphogenetic field became
misaligned with

the Amenti race morphogenetic field became misaligned with the 12-strand pattern,
evolution of

of the race morphogenetic field from the Sphere of Amenti, so the Amenti race

the Amenti race morphogenetic field would not become misaligned by deviations in the
genetic

through the planetary morphogenetic field of Alcyone, and after death the soul essence
would

separation of the morphogenetic fields became known as the Templar Seal. It involved
removing

Sphere of Amenti morphogenetic field and redirected into evolution through Alcyone, with
the intention
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and reentering their morphogenetic field back into the Sphere of Amenti for ascension. The

Through the Melchizedek morphogenetic field, the Hebrew-Melchizedeks and Annu-
Melchizedeks also carried excessive

deviation, so the morphogenetic fields of these three groups were chosen for realignment
through

the original Amenti morphogenetic field, those races do not pose a threat to the

Amenti. The Hebrew morphogenetic field was realigned and entered into the Sphere of
Amenti



of the Amenti morphogenetic field, and all of you are in the process of
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design of their morphogenetic pattern, are intertwined. Discrimination of race, genetic
lineage, or skin

of the Melchizedek morphogenetic field. Following the implementation of the Templar Seal
upon the

Annu and Hebrew morphogenetic fields, these groups were provided with teachings from
the Priesthood

Annu and Hebrew morphogenetic fields had been removed). Previously 81
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the Blue Flame morphogenetic field of Tara, which needed to be embodied on the
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removed from Earth"s morphogenetic field to create the Frequency Fence, were readjusted.
The eighth

into the Earth"s morphogenetic field, reconstructing the Frequency Fence between the sixth
and eighth

the Annu-Melchizedek morphogenetic field, which was stored in Alcyone under the Templar
Seal.

through the AnnuMelchizedek morphogenetic field, then through the Sphere of Amenti and
into the

within its personal morphogenetic field, the genetic imprint deviations in the Annu-
Melchizedek morphogenetic

the Annu-Melchizedek morphogenetic field could be realigned with the HU-2 frequency
patterns.

clear the Annu morphogenetic field of its distortions and reintegrate the Annu back into

the Cloister Melchizedek morphogenetic field in the Sphere of Amenti. Following the birth of
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to realign the morphogenetic field of the Annu races so they could be re-
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and reintegrating their morphogenetic field into the Sphere of Amenti. Though his general
Earth

the Annu-Melchizedek morphogenetic field back into the Sphere of Amenti, see that the
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D-2 Earth morphogenetic field into the Sphere of Amenti. This released the chaotic

Underworld) into the morphogenetic field of the Sphere of Amenti. The Elohim immediately
intervened,



of the Amenti morphogenetic field had been contaminated by the chaotic forces of D-

2 Earth core morphogenetic field . The portions of the Sphere that had not
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activities. The personal morphogenetic fields of individuals involved with ascension after the
Halls of

Sphere of Amenti morphogenetic field and placed within the Third Eye of Horus portal
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of the race morphogenetic field in chaotic shambles within the D-2 Earth core
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to realign the morphogenetic field of the Sphere of Amenti, reintegrate all of the
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BC, and whose morphogenetic field still remained in Alcyone, not yet reintegrated into the

BC, and their morphogenetic field remained in the Sphere of Amenti. Protection of the

D-2 Earth morphogenetic field. The Alcyone morphogenetic fields of Templar Melchizedeks
and those

field. The Alcyone morphogenetic fields of Templar Melchizedeks and those that received the
Templar-

Sphere of Arnenti morphogenetic field, so a similar arrangement was made in reference to
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and the Alcyone morphogenetic field of the Templar Sealed Hebrew and Annu Melchizedeks,
and

Hebrew and Melchizedek morphogenetic field in Alcyone was reintegrated into the Sphere of
Amenti.

Earth"s D-2 morphogenetic field, as a result of Akhenaton"s reign, were 95
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Blue Flame ofTara"s morphogenetic field and into Tara.) Through Jesheua-12, the Hebrew
Essene
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entered their race morphogenetic field into the Sphere of Amenti. Few people knew of
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portion of Tara"s morphogenetic field stored within the planetary core of Venus. (This
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aligned the race morphogenetic field at Arnenti with the original 12-strand DNA imprint,



opened. The race morphogenetic field had been reunited, so following the opening of the
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9, the primary morphogenetic imprint for all of the races was returned to the

is the original morphogenetic imprint of the human race. The promise of ascension is
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Ascension, Time Cycles, Morphogenetic ~ves and the Sphere of Amenti As we have
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Palaidor and the morphogenetic field of the Sphere of Amenti, within which the
organizational

it holds the morphogenetic (form-holding) blueprint through which your race consciousness
manifests.

manifested through a morphogenetic field. The personal morphogenetic field directs the
design of the

field. The personal morphogenetic field directs the design of the DNA, and thus the

body. The personal morphogenetic field exists within the larger morphogenetic fields of the
race

within the larger morphogenetic fields of the race and the species. The species
morphogenetic

species. The species morphogenetic field is the Sphere of Amenti. The Sphere of Amenti

to the greater morphogenetic field of the Earth, which, in turn, is connected to

connected to the morphogenetic field of planet Tara in HU-2. In order for
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within the personal morphogenetic field and consciousness after physical death of the body.
Whatever

of the race morphogenetic field, and by the Root or Cloister Race into which
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grid, the race morphogenetic field/Sphere of Amenti opens into the Earth"s core
morphogenetic

the Earth"s core morphogenetic field, and the individual race morphogenetic fields open into
the

the individual race morphogenetic fields open into the Sphere of Arnenti collective. At this

whose personal, organic morphogenetic imprint did not originally contain the fifth DNA
strand. Because
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EARTH TIME CYCLES Morphogenetic Wtzves There are only certain points within each
26,556-year



2 Earth core morphogenetic field to create mass DNA assembly and ascension. During the

place within the morphogenetic fields of the planet that do not occur at any
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their higher-dimensional morphogenetic fields. Earth"s D-1 overtone particles return to their
D-

their D-15 morphogenetic field, the D-2 particles return to D-14 and

return to their morphogenetic fields in D-12, the D-5 anti-particles return

again leave the morphogenetic field, they reverse their spin and polarity, shift their angle

particles into the morphogenetic field at the Primary Coordinate Points in the second
ascension

is called a morphogenetic wave. The morphogenetic wave represents the energy released as
particles

morphogenetic wave. The morphogenetic wave represents the energy released as particles
and anti-particles

exploded into the morphogenetic field/hyper-space and undergo fission and replication,
through which
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frequency into its morphogenetic field at Earth"s 0-2 core from the dimensional Unified

cycle, the core morphogenetic field has expanded to its full capacity of energy holding.

the Earth"s core morphogenetic field reaches full energy-holding capacity and explodes,
releasing a

their respective dimensional morphogenetic fields. This particle/anti-particle transmutation
progressively accelerates, as the

particles into the morphogenetic fields. The progressive transmutation of particles and anti-
particles creates

the higher-dimensional morphogenetic fields. And like the undertow of a tide, this energy

wave, from the morphogenetic fields, through which Earth"s overtone particles remanifest as
Tara"s base-

which time the morphogenetic wave fully crests, and the grids of Earth and Tara

crest of the morphogenetic wave begins about five years before, and extends up to

crest of the morphogenetic wave, all of Earth"s overtone particles, and Tara"s base-tone

transmute into the morphogenetic fields. As Earth"s overtone particles become progressively
suspended in hyper-

cresting of the morphogenetic wave, Tara"s anti-particles are also going through a pole
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crest of the morphogenetic wave, the magnetic grid of particle Earth becomes electrical, and

height of the morphogenetic wave crest, during the half-point in the cycle, there



crest of the morphogenetic wave, electrical energy is magnetically pulled from particle
Earth"s core

D-2 core morphogenetic field. At this time, the fastest- 108
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D-2 core morphogenetic field into anti-particle Tara"s D-5 morphogenetic field. These

Tara"s D-5 morphogenetic field. These mechanics of energy create a fluctuation within the

which creates the morphogenetic wave, allows a beam of UHF energy to pass from
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fragments of Tara"s morphogenetic field were pulled through the center of this Pleiadian
star.

from the last morphogenetic wave. That energy is replenished every 26,556 years as the

Beam creates the morphogenetic wave that allows portions of Earth and Tara to temporarily

shifts 45°, the morphogenetic fields of D-2 Earth"s core and D-5 Tara"s

5 planetary core morphogenetic fields to open into each other, which creates an infusion

height of the morphogenetic wave crest, at the half-point in the cycle, the
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day period. The morphogenetic fields of each planet absorb as much UHF energy from

which point the morphogenetic wave reaches its full crest and particle/anti-particle spin

until the next morphogenetic wave, when the base-tone particles would also enter the

AMENT! DNA, the Morphogenetic \Vtzve, the Halls of Amenti, and the Doreadeshi During

of Amenti race morphogenetic field and the Blue Flame Staff of Amenti, Earth"s portion

portion of Tara"s morphogenetic field, will be placed within this time-warp portal in

order for the morphogenetic wave, mass ascension and evolutionary leap in time to occur,

2 Earth core morphogenetic field, and the Blue Flame must be embodied within 8%
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crest of the morphogenetic wave, people who have not fully assembled the fifth DNA

until the next morphogenetic wave period 2213 years later, whichever comes first. The Halls

frequency into their morphogenetic field from D-4. Such individuals will ascend to Tara

to catch the morphogenetic wave and ascend. During the five-year period prior to
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event of a morphogenetic wave. Humans possessing mid-range vibration rates, which is
presently

the half-point morphogenetic wave crest, the overtone particles of Earth will have entered

cycles. During the morphogenetic wave 2213 years in the future, at the natural close



shift in the morphogenetic wave at the half-cycle point, and the base-tone

in the second morphogenetic wave at the close of the cycle. At that point
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of particle mechanics, morphogenetic waves and time cycles that we have just outlined,
represent

Tara"s D-5 morphogenetic field, allows Earth"s grid to merge with Tara"s in D-

crest of the morphogenetic wave. In such a case the Earth"s grid cannot link

until the next morphogenetic wave. This is only the beginning of the problems that

through the first morphogenetic wave. After 2,213 years had passed and the final
morphogenetic

and the final morphogenetic wave of the cycle was due, the Earth grid vibration
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important the next morphogenetic wave will be in relation to the evolution of Earth

there? The next morphogenetic wave in your present 26,556-year cycle is your potential

the dynamics of morphogenetic waves to you because you are presently within the second

before the first morphogenetic wave of this cycle completes its crest. Do you think
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20 17 AD morphogenetic wave, and the potentials of ascension it holds, numerous Guardian
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2017, and the morphogenetic wave allowed fifth-dimensional frequency to move through
Earth"s grid,

within the race morphogenetic field of the Sphere of Amenti, the Zeta-created D-
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would realign the morphogenetic field of the future races, reversing the genetic mutation the

and within Earth"s morphogenetic field, for the past 250 years, since about 17 48

out of the morphogenetic field of Tara-Earth in that future time period, in

the future Earth"s morphogenetic field also caused blockage of these frequencies in your
Earth

in your Earth morphogenetic field in 17 48, a distortion which then manifested within

through the Earth"s morphogenetic field to birth on Earth. This morphogenetic distortion of
Earth,

on Earth. This morphogenetic distortion of Earth, created by Zeta manipulation in the future,
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into the Earth"s morphogenetic field. When at least 8% of Earth"s populations carried the



imprint, the Earth"s morphogenetic field would realign and the morphogenetic field of Tara-
Earth

realign and the morphogenetic field of Tara-Earth in the future would follow suit
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portion of Earth"s morphogenetic field, Earth"s D-1 Iron Core Crystal. Earth also has

portion of Earth"s morphogenetic field downward, where the energy is then picked up by

returns to the morphogenetic field, the structure through which energy and consciousness
enter and

to ground Earth"s morphogenetic field into HU-1. Surrounding this iron core crystal ofD-

to hold the morphogenetic imprint and particle base of Earth in place. Earth"s D-
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to ground Tara"s morphogenetic field (portions of which are presently scattered within the

hold Tara-Earth"s morphogenetic field and particle base in place. Tara-Earth"s D-6

through the dimensional morphogenetic fields in D-9 through D-15, into dimensions 1

universe, through the morphogenetic fields, then into dimensions 1-7 of the particle
universe.
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D-2 Earth morphogenetic field, then into the D-1 iron core crystal in
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which holds Earth"s morphogenetic field, it appears to be the solid matter makeup of
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populations, the race Morphogenetic Field in the Sphere of Amenti would realign the
Frequency

destroyed. The upcoming morphogenetic wave period of 2012-2017 in Earth"s present time
cycle
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layers of the morphogenetic fields of Earth and the local planets. As the Red

from the planetary morphogenetic fields. This served to create a D-1 seal around

entering into Earth"s morphogenetic field. Once the overtones of D-1 were removed,
Earth"s

removed from Earth"s morphogenetic field, which meant that Earth"s lower three Merkaba
Fields connected

12th overtone. These morphogenetic manipulations created another Frequency Fence, which
served as a protective
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Frequency Fences are morphogenetic manipulations, they also manifest within the DNA
imprint of the
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frequencies in Earth"s morphogenetic field and fourth-strand DNA mutations in the races,
the

within the Earth"s morphogenetic field. They re-entered the aligned D-4 frequency patterns

in the Earth"s morphogenetic field and within the Sphere of Amenti. This allowed the
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and releases a morphogenetic wave as intended, just as that wave begins to crest

begin. When the morphogenetic wave begins to crest, the Halls of Amenti portals open,
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of Amenti race morphogenetic field and their personal soul matrices are severed. If this
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and expand Earth"s morphogenetic field no later than 6/1998, which would spark the
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until the second morphogenetic wave of the second ascension cycle, during the natural
Doreadeshi
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drawing into its morphogenetic field, particles from the Unified Field of energy for each

dimension into its morphogenetic field, it then moves upward into the next dimensional field

Unified Fields, its morphogenetic field progressively expands to include those frequency
patterns and the

into the planet"s morphogenetic field. These processes give the consciousness perceiving
the third dimension
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cycles, expanding its morphogenetic field and raising the pulsation rhythm of its particle
content,
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time cycle. Earth"s morphogenetic field has pulled in only half of the frequency patterns

puffed into its morphogenetic field and the type of consciousness and biology that will

pulled into its morphogenetic field, from the dimensional unified fields, its Accretion Level.
Earth

pulled into its morphogenetic field all of the D-1 and D-2 frequency

of your personal morphogenetic field, Earth"s morphogenetic field and the Unified Field, as



they

morphogenetic field, Earth"s morphogenetic field and the Unified Field, as they exist within
the
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into the personal morphogenetic field and that of the Earth. These three particle pulsation

into the personal morphogenetic field will determine the level of DNA strand assembly you

contained within the morphogenetic field of the consciousness. The number of dimensional
frequencies contained

within the personal morphogenetic field corresponds directly to what dimensional levels of
the Earth"s
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left behind become morphogenetic fields, as the now-moment focus of attention moves
forward

into your personal morphogenetic field. As you pass your consciousness through a now-
moment

time expands your morphogenetic field, which creates a subtle acceleration in the pulsation
rhythm
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are leaving a morphogenetic imprint within the frequency bands in which your
consciousness was

in physical reality. Morphogenetic fields are the form-holding patterns through which matter
forms

manifest. When a morphogenetic field is created, it begins to draw frequency patterns into

left behind as morphogenetic fields when your conscious focus of attention was stationed in

Your thoughts become morphogenetic fields within the morphogenetic field of the Earth,
planted within

fields within the morphogenetic field of the Earth, planted within the frequency bands in

thought sets a morphogenetic field in each of the dimensions below. The thought will

and set a morphogenetic 145
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into your personal morphogenetic field, one set of dimensional sub-frequency bands at a

pulled into the morphogenetic field progressively manifest as new electromagnetic codes
within the DNA

accretes, as the morphogenetic field expands by pulling in more frequency patterns from the

into your personal morphogenetic field. Once your consciousness has moved into one sub-
frequency

pattern into the morphogenetic field, the morphogenetic field manifests that frequency
pattern into the



morphogenetic field, the morphogenetic field manifests that frequency pattern into the
corresponding DNA strand

Once the personal morphogenetic field has pulled in all of the 12 sub-frequency
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Consummation, (the morphogenetic field and consciousness have "consumed", or drawn
into themselves,

to enter the morphogenetic field and the DNA. As the first sub-frequency band

initiates into the morphogenetic field, the first sub-frequency band in the D-3

focus, into the morphogenetic field. Time does not move forward, in fact, time does

expands the consciousness, morphogenetic field and physical body. The particles of which
the body

embodied in the morphogenetic field, DNA and consciousness, the body matter grows
progressively less
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instructions into the morphogenetic field of the DNA strands you have not yet assembled.
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to remove undesirable morphogenetic thought-form patterns from your active holographic
program, which is

addition of new morphogenetic thought-form patterns composed of faster pulsating
particles, which contain
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particles, form a morphogenetic wave and transfer into the next Harmonic Universe into the

included in this morphogenetic wave are the electrical overtone particles of the D-1

the half-point morphogenetic wave the clockwise rotating electrical Merkaba Fields of D-1,

stored in the morphogenetic field, are transmuted through their anti-particles and
transferred into

transferred into the morphogenetic field of Tara in HU-2. At the completion of

particles within Earth"s morphogenetic field. The particles of Earth"s counterclockwise-
rotating, magnetic Merkaba Fields,

D-6. Earth"s morphogenetic field fully merges with that of Tara and Earth leaves
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time cycle. Earth"s morphogenetic field will temporarily reach a stable 4-accretion level, the
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contained within Earth"s morphogenetic field. Accretion level 2.5 is also the measurement of
the

pulled into Earth"s morphogenetic field, the particle fields of D-3 that exist outside



outside of Earth"s morphogenetic field and thus outside of Earth"s physical body structure.
Earth"s
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2017, the Earth"s morphogenetic field temporarily reaches a height of accretion level4, then
returns

Zone Project, Earth"s morphogenetic content will peak at accretion level 4 when merging
with

attached to the morphogenetic field of Earth and Tara. This condition is referred to

contained within its morphogenetic field. A phantom planet is no longer capable of evolving
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Sphere of Amenti morphogenetic field, which will remain in Earth"s core in the Bridge

Sphere of Amenti morphogenetic field, which allows them direct access to their higher-
dimensional
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crest of the morphogenetic wave between 2012-2017 and ascending into the D-5

their consciousness and morphogenetic field, and pass into Tara. Once transferred to Tara,
such
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in your personal morphogenetic field, reincarnation in HU-1 will be mandatory. This is
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process of the morphogenetic wave would take place. Between 1992-5/5/2012, six

of Amenti race morphogenetic field. Between 1999 and 2017, 150,000 Indigo Children
would birth

Tara"s Blue Flame morphogenetic field would embody the Blue Flame on 5/5/2012,

Gaia"s Violet Flame morphogenetic field would embody the Violet Flame on 1/1/2017
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core D-2 morphogenetic field. This will raise the pulsation rhythm of Earth"s particle

removed from Earth"s morphogenetic field in 1972, to create the protective 11: 11 I

to the Earth"s morphogenetic field, the opening of Amenti would continue on schedule, the
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frequencies into Earth"s morphogenetic field, Earth"s first primary vortex in the Arizona
Painted Desert

Earth"s D-2 morphogenetic field and the 11:11112:12 Frequency Fence was fully

overtones within Earth"s morphogenetic field and the Sphere of Amenti. Human DNA could
now



of Amend race morphogenetic field, which had been created 550,000,000 years ago by the
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Sphere of Amenti morphogenetic field "rescue mission" for the lost soul fragments of

Turaneusiam-1 race morphogenetic field. The Ur-Tarranates of Amenti served as an
adoptive

of the race morphogenetic field to the human species could not occur while the
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frequencies into Earth"s morphogenetic field, Earth"s second primary vortex in Jerusalem,
Israel completely opened
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misalignments in the morphogenetic imprints of DNA strands 2-7, within the Sphere of

third avatar, Earth"s morphogenetic field would receive a sudden burst of UHF energy as
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opens into Earth"s morphogenetic field. Our announcement is thus a birth announcement,
bur also
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of Amenti race morphogenetic field. The finalization of the Palaidorian Birthing Contracts
and Contract
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Sphere of Amenti morphogenetic field, releasing the imprint of the Palaidorian, Amenti and
Zeta
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Andromeda- Galactic Core morphogenetic field Spiral aligns with Orion Spiral Merkaba
Fields. The following

2, D-5 morphogenetic field) begin and complete their Stellar Activations and Infusions just
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3, D-7 morphogenetic field) begin and complete three of their Activations and Infusions

Earth"s Core. The Morphogenetic Wave Begins to Build. Earth Prepares for 1/1/2000

opened into Earth"s morphogenetic field six (out of 12) D-3 frequencies and

Earth"s grid. The morphogenetic wave began to build on 6/26/1998 and the
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frequencies into Earth"s morphogenetic field, it begins to transmit D-4 frequencies through
Earth"s
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their higher-dimensional morphogenetic fields/hyper-space (D-1 particles to D-15,
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the higher-dimensional morphogenetic fields of Earth, Tara and Gaia, where the complete
planetary

substance. These crystalline morphogenetic imprints are collectively called the Ancient Dora-
Teura Matrix, and

Amenti and Earth"s morphogenetic field. The data is transferred electronically through the
Hall of
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15 within their morphogenetic field). After the infusions, the Flame Holders will link their
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enter into the morphogenetic fields of the Keepers of the Blue Flame. The Keepers
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into Earth"s core morphogenetic field. Earth"s Blue Wave Infusion will complete in 6/2006,
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within the personal morphogenetic field. The perceptual harness will manifest as a genetic
mutation
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frequencies into Earth"s morphogenetic field, Earth"s fourth primary vortex at Giza is fully
opened

Pleiadian Activation. The morphogenetic wave continues build. The particles of Earth"s D-2
elemental

Sphere of Amenti morphogenetic field, before this strand imprint begins transmitting
through Earth"s grid
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Tara"s Blue Flame morphogenetic field on 5/5/2012. The Keepers of the Violet

Gaia"s Violet Flame morphogenetic field on 1/1/2017. 17. June 2006: Earth Completes
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into Earth"s core morphogenetic field. Earth will complete its D-6/D-7 Violet

as Earth"s core morphogenetic field reaches the 3.5 accretion level necessary for Earth to

enter into the morphogenetic fields of the Keepers of the Blue Flame. The Keepers

enter into the morphogenetic fields of the Keepers of the Violet Flame. 205
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frequencies into Earth"s morphogenetic field, the fifth primary vortex in Peru will be fully

515/2012. The morphogenetic wave continues to build as Tara"s D-4 and D-
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into Earth"s core morphogenetic field. 24. June 2011: Keepers of the Blue Flame Begin

9, enter the morphogenetic fields of the Blue Flame Holders. The Keepers of the

8, enter the morphogenetic fields of the Keepers of the Violet Flame. 25. January
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the Earth"s core morphogenetic field begin transmitting through Earth"s grid. As this occurs,
D-

frequency into Earth"s morphogenetic field. Earth completes the first 3 Activations of its
Transmutative
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enter into the morphogenetic fields of the Keepers of the Blue Flame. 27. May

Merge and the Morphogenetic Wave Prepares to Crest. The Keepers of the Blue Flame
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merge as the morphogenetic wave prepares to crest. The Keepers of the Blue Flame

stabilize in the morphogenetic fields of the Flame Keepers, an intense infusion of HU-

through the Amenti morphogenetic field and through the Earth"s grid, which allows rapid
acceleration
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21, 2012: The Morphogenetic Wave Begins Cresting, Earth Begins Passing into the
Holographic Beam

Grid. As the morphogenetic wave begins cresting, Earth"s particle base begins separating in
to

the higher-dimensional morphogenetic fields/hyper-space. Earth begins passing into the
Holographic Beam,
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cycle until the morphogenetic wave crest ends at the half cycle point in 2017

banks of Earth"s morphogenetic field, making personal and race incarnational memory
available to humans

enter into the morphogenetic fields of the Violet Flame Keepers. 31. January 2014: Keepers
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enter into the morphogenetic fields of the Blue Flame Keepers. The Blue and Violet

into Earth"s core morphogenetic field and will begin transmitting through Earth"s grid on



day-

10, enter the morphogenetic field of the Violet Flame Keepers. 34. January 1, 2017:

Core Activation. The Morphogenetic Wave Begins to Slow. 213
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space, via the morphogenetic wave, begins to slow in preparation for the wave"s full

enter into the morphogenetic fields of the Violet Flame Keepers. Particle Conversion Period
36.

Andromeda/Galactic Core morphogenetic field, D-8 Orion/Meta-Galactic Core and D-7
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frequencies enter the morphogenetic fields of Earth, Tara and Gaia. On day two Earth

frequencies enter the morphogenetic fields of Earth, Tara and Gaia. On day three Earth

frequencies enter the morphogenetic fields of Earth, Tara and Gaia. This D-1 0/

entered into their morphogenetic field. On day two the Keepers of the Violet Flame

for Three Days. Morphogenetic Wave Completes Cresting and Particle Conversion from
Hyper-space Takes
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and Galactic Core morphogenetic field come into direct alignment for three days. Within this

the Violet Flame morphogenetic field of Gaia, Blue Flame of Tara and Orange-gold

Beam and the morphogenetic wave completes its crest. Earth"s base tone magnetic fields
temporarily

base and its morphogenetic field at 3.5. After the 3-day period ends, Earth"s

particle base and morphogenetic field of Earth, which are holding the 3.5 frequency, will
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during the second morphogenetic wave 2213 years in the future in 4230 AD, at

during the first morphogenetic wave of the first 0-4 ascension cycle. The Bridge
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Core into pure morphogenetic consciousness in dimensions 9-12. During the three-day
period
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Bridge Zone Earth"s Morphogenetic Field, 219
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in its core morphogenetic field, moves forward in the Bridge Zone continuum. For
populations

Amenti and Earth"s morphogenetic field are no longer at the core of the Phantom



planetary and race morphogenetic fields, and thus also cut off from their personal Soul
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Sphere of Amenti, Morphogenetic Waves, Stellar Activation, Star Crystal Seals and Stellar
Spiral Alignments
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FIGURE 1. The Morphogenetic Field Scalar-Wave Template for the Original Human Genome
Teilurlc
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Ascension Program resume. Morphogenetic Wave begins to build. 8/30/1998: 3-day
Incubation

begins to separate. Morphogenetic Wave begins to crest. Polarity of Earth"s particle base
reverses.

for 3 days. Morphogenetic Wave completes cresting. Earth"s Magnetic Fields collapse for 3
days.
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transmitting through Earth"s morphogenetic field. This causes the Sphere of Amenti to begin
transmitting

begin transmitting its morphogenetic imprint for that dimensional frequency band through
Earth"s grid. The

stored within the morphogenetic field of the Sphere of Amenti (along with the

into the personal morphogenetic field, at which point the new Imprint will begin
manifestation

from the race morphogenetic imprint in the Sphere of Amenti and the strand imprint
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Fields into its morphogenetic field 2 Time Continua are spent in each dimensional band.
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accreted into the morphogenetic field the planet or baing has the ~unity to

pwticle content and morphogenetic field. As transmutation into the next Harmonic Universe
occurs parti:

accreted into its morphogenetic field. Morphogenetic Field • crystaftine structure that holds
the design

its morphogenetic field. Morphogenetic Field • crystaftine structure that holds the design of
a
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and its COle morphogenetic field at a ste&<tf 3.5 accretion level. Instead of
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12 strand DNA morphogenetic imprint that allowed for embodiment of the12 dinensional
frequency bands

of Amenti race morphogenetic field was created to give the soul fragments of Tara

Matrix (surrogate morphogenetic field or "form-holding blueprint") through which the Lost

evolved through the morphogenetic imprint of the Sphere of Amenti. Seeding the 12 Tribes

of Amenti race morphogenetic field 7 Root Races and 5 Cloister Races were created,

into Earth"s planetary morphogenetic field. The remaining 5 Root Races & 5 Cloister Races
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of Amentl race morphogenetic ne1c1: created 550,000,000 YA Hill• of Amentl: 6
tim&pOI"tal
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race within the morphogenetic field of the Sphere of Amenti. As their respective soul
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particle base and morphogenetic field will transfer to the Bridge Zone, D-3 Earth

Earth, Earth"s core morphogenetic field and the Sphere of Amenti race morphogenetic field
will

of Amenti race morphogenetic field will make this transition. Some localized Earth changes
may
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field. These hidden morphogenetic seals control the operation of the DNA and when
activated
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as the base morphogenetic (form-holding) templates behind and within all matter forms,

also compose the morphogenetic template of electro-tonal and electromagnetic energy upon
which the
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units of crystalline morphogenetic substance out of which particles and anti-particles
emerge. Partiki

units of crystalline morphogenetic substance that serve as blueprints for rhythms of
pulsation through
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back into the morphogenetic structure of the original Partiki, which expands the original
pattern

serve as the morphogenetic blueprints through which individuated forms and identity will
manifest. The



back into the morphogenetic form of the Partiki, expanding its original form. Through this

and manufactures the morphogenetic design through which all individuation and
manifestation takes place. 2.

that holds the morphogenetic imprint for the form or identity and the intrinsic base
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Grids represent the morphogenetic fabrics into which tapestries of crystalline matter
blueprints are laid

tapestries of crystalline morphogenetic matter blueprints upon which sub. particle and sub-
anti-particle

energy within the morphogenetic blueprint of a form into more specific patterns, rhythms of

that form compound morphogenetic crystalline structures that serve as the templates
ofliving light and

together the primary morphogenetic structure of individuated form; they are the primary
structure and

tapestries of crystalline morphogenetic matter blueprints upon which pre-matter, anti-matter
and matter

the complex, multidimensional, morphogenetic blueprint through which all individuated
forms manifest. 436
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represents the individuated morphogenetic construction of a form through which the
contours of its

take shape. The morphogenetic Crystal Body sets the manifest characteristics a form will
possess,

of the individuated morphogenetic Crystal Body of humans, and these aspects of eternal
identity
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interaction with the morphogenetic Crystal Body both genetic and spiritual aspects of human
evolution

Codes of the morphogenetic Crystal Body, the structure of the Keylon Codes and thus

Codes direct the morphogenetic Crystal Body, bioenergetic auric field and chakra system and
DNA
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the study of morphogenetic fields and the processes by and through which consciousness
becomes

dimensional system: 1. Morphogenetic Partiki Units of pure undifferentiated consciousness,
2. Morphogenetic Partiki Strands,

undifferentiated consciousness, 2. Morphogenetic Partiki Strands, 3. Morphogenetic Partiki
Grids, 4. Morphogenetic Keylons, 5.

Partiki Strands, 3. Morphogenetic Partiki Grids, 4. Morphogenetic Keylons, 5. Keylon Code
Crystal Body



Partiki Grids, 4. Morphogenetic Keylons, 5. Keylon Code Crystal Body composite
morphogenetic fields, 6.

Crystal Body composite morphogenetic fields, 6. Electromagnetic Merkaba Fields, 7. Bio-
energetic fields and

11. Expanded compound morphogenetic identities of pure sentient consciousness,
possessing complex 15-dimensional Crystal

make up the morphogenetic Crystal Body and form the basis of all structure). In
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also increase. The Morphogenetic Seed Crystal Seals within the bio-energetic system of the

of the body"s Morphogenetic Star Crystal Seals. Star Crystal Seals are activated by
awakening

awakening the dormant morphogenetic chakra centers and drawing new frequency patterns
through the chakra
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manifested through a morphogenetic (form-holding) imprint, which exists as a quantity of

of frequency. This morphogenetic imprint sets the pattern for a form within the 15-

energy substance. The morphogenetic imprint holds the instructions and design for form-
building in

into the form"s morphogenetic field, from the dimensional frequency bands of the Unified
Field

within which the morphogenetic field is placed. This drawing-in of frequency progressively
expands

progressively expands the morphogenetic field and creates evolution of form progressively
upward through the

Unified Field, the morphogenetic field creates structures of multidimensional electromagnetic
energy, around and through

the form-holding morphogenetic imprints for the seven inner layers of the auric field.

a form"s original morphogenetic imprint was entered into the 15- dimensional system. All
forms

universe through interwoven morphogenetic fields that are united through the D-8 center
point.

the seven outer morphogenetic layers of the auric field, through the seven inner layers

which hold its morphogenetic imprint intact within the 15- dimensional Unified Field.
Through the
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bands into the morphogenetic field. As a planetary body or human body evolves through

form. Once a morphogenetic field has accreted most of the frequency bands from the

separate within the morphogenetic field. The levels dissolve as the morphogenetic field
progressively draws



dissolve as the morphogenetic field progressively draws in more frequency patterns from the
dimensional
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Andromeda-Galactic Core Morphogenetic Field, D-8 Meta-galactic Core and Orion, D-7
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into the personal morphogenetic fields of humans and the morphogenetic field of Earth"s
core,

humans and the morphogenetic field of Earth"s core, while the first Activation is still
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from the Earth"s morphogenetic field and are transmitting through Earth"s grid. The next
Stellar

into the Earth"s morphogenetic field during the first Stellar Wave Infusion cycle begin to

when the personal morphogenetic field is at a 3-accretion level-all of the

drawn into the morphogenetic field.) When half of the fourth DNA strand is assembled

drawn into the morphogenetic field) the first Stellar Wave Infusion begins within the human
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The form-holding morphogenetic imprint for the Milky Way Galaxy exists within the
frequency

8 holds the morphogenetic field for the entire IS-dimensional Universe, and is thus
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through Earth"s core morphogenetic field and grid, raising the pulsation rhythms of Earth"s
3-

into Earth"s core morphogenetic field through a Stellar Wave Infusion. In simple terms, a

enter Earth"s core morphogenetic field. A Stellar Activation occurs as the Stellar Spiral
comes

up within Earth"s morphogenetic field begin to release from the morphogenetic field and
transmit

release from the morphogenetic field and transmit through Earth"s 3-dimensional grid and
particle

download" into Earth"s morphogenetic field. Once all of the frequencies of a Stellar Spiral

fully entered Earth"s morphogenetic field, the 452
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have entered Earth"s morphogenetic field, all of the frequencies from the previous Stellar
Spiral

of Amenti race morphogenetic field, which will remain at the core of Bridge Zone
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ASCENSION CYCLE DYNAMICS MORPHOGENETIC CRYSTAL SEALS Seed Crystals, Star
Crystals and Transmutation of the

the multidimensional, personal morphogenetic field of the human via Stellar Wave Infusions,
just as

the Earth"s core morphogenetic field through Wave Infusions. Planetary bodies and human
bodies are

structure. The primary morphogenetic identity (form-holding pattern) for galaxies, planets
and people

that point the morphogenetic design spreads outward into each of the 15-dimensional
particle

7 hold the morphogenetic design of a form as it will manifest within varying

15 hold the morphogenetic design of a form as it exists in terms of

tonal conscious energy. Morphogenetic dimensions 9--15 are connected to dimensions 1-7
through

personal and planetary morphogenetic fields are contained within each of the five Harmonic
Universes.

of the personal morphogenetic field, the Soul Matrix or Dora (dimensions 4, 5
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MORPHOGENETIC CRYSTAL SEALS the HU-3 version of that identity. In

personal or planetary morphogenetic field. This minute crystalline structure is called a
Morphogenetic Seed

is called a Morphogenetic Seed Crystal; it serves to keep the multidimensional aspects of

to the primary morphogenetic imprint within the D-8 Meta-galactic Core. There are

There are IS Morphogenetic Seed Crystals within the morphogenetic structure of a planet or

Crystals within the morphogenetic structure of a planet or person, one corresponding to
each

that keep the morphogenetic field separated and locked into each dimensional band; thus
we

patterns of crystallized morphogenetic frequency that exist within the bio-energetic
structure of a

Seals set the morphogenetic field into the center of each dimension, the other IS

Seals. The IS morphogenetic seals existing between dimensional bands in the bio-energetic
structure

portions of the morphogenetic field to merge with each other. The D-2 Orange-

Flame of Earth"s morphogenetic field, the D-S Blue Flame ofTara"s morphogenetic field and

Blue Flame ofTara"s morphogenetic field and the D-7 Violet Flame of Gaia"s morphogenetic

Flame of Gaia"s morphogenetic field, which we have previously discussed, represent three
of the



the IS planetary Morphogenetic Seed Crystal Seals which connect the planet to its IS-

its IS-dimensional morphogenetic field. Earth-Tara-Gaia also has IS Planetary Star Crystal
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Spiral Alignments the Morphogenetic Seed Crystals of Earth, Tara and Gaia will temporarily
release

soul Matrix and Morphogenetic Identity of HU-4 and HU-5 through its 15
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DNA. Within the morphogenetic imprint for human DNA there are dormant gene codes that
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in the personal morphogenetic imprint for the DNA. Through distortions within the DNA
Seed

in the race morphogenetic field, making it possible for large numbers of people to
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that form the morphogenetic templates for DNA strands. The template for one DNA strand

built upon this morphogenetic template of 12 Base Cod.es and 12 Acceleration Codes.
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within the dimensional morphogenetic imprint for the DNA that link DNA strands together
and
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process. As the morphogenetic field drew in frequency from the dimensional Unified Fields,
progressively

its Soul Matrix morphogenetic field. Individuals of Phantom Earth who do not have Host
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from the race morphogenetic field of the Sphere of Amenti and the corrected imprint
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15 are called Morphogenetic Chakras, as they open into and draw energy from the

energy from the morphogenetic fields of dimensions 1-7, which are correspondingly located
in

higher dimensions and morphogenetic chakras through the Meta-galactic Core at D-8 and

frequency from the morphogenetic chakras down into the lower chakra centers. To activate
certain

will open the morphogenetic chakra that corresponds to the lower chakras with which that

frequency from the morphogenetic chakra into the Star Crystal Seal. It is not difficult

Seals and the morphogenetic chakras. For your convenience we provide the following charts.



ASCENSION
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LOCATION DIMENSIONAL CHAKRAS# MORPHOGENETIC FIRE CODE Seed Crystal SEAL
FREQUENCEIS CHAKRAS# DNA Slrands Seals

• higher dimensional morphogenetic chakra B. Run energy through A. Intake energy from L
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con trol the Morphogeneltc Merkaba F1elds of dimensions 13-15. These frequency patterns
and

and activate, the morphogenetic accretion level rises, HU-1 Dimensional Merkaba Fields
merge with
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Levels v1a the MorphogenetiC Seed Crystal Seals in MCs 8-1 5. Cs 1-
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and Galactic Core Morphogenetic Field to move through the frequency bands, Star systems
and

to Galactic Core Morphogenetic Field D-9 A = Holographic Beam aligns ©2002
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of the "morphogenetic ascension wave", that begins with the August 13-15, 2003
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blocks of · morphogenetic fields, matter and Individuated conscious Identity. Operate as
mll)ute,

·fabric of morphogenetic field. slr\lcbue~ Partikl units group to form interwoven Strands,

out or which morphogenetic fields .are fashioned. Out of a Unified Reid or

to form individuated morphogenetic fields • · 3. Partikl units continue to group or

that Is the morphogenetic field Crystal Body- the Blueprint upon which . matter and

G ~ The Morphogenetic Field is made of InterWoven Partikl Grids. The electro-tonal

within dimenslonalized manifestation. Morphogenetic Fields are thus Scalar Grids, that form
in speclflc ordered

form manifests .. Morphogene~c Fields govern the form of matter manifestation and the

and cohsci!Jusness. Morphogenetic Field mechanics thus hold the key to mastery of physical
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Corres ondences The Morphogenetic Field Scalar-wave Template for the Original Human
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Template-Merkaba Field-Morphogenetic Thought-form Field Keylon Grids & units· Maharic
Shield
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"Manifestation Template MorphogeneUc Flelds govern lllafamiafmallarmanHeslallon and lhe
evolution of · biology end

biology end ccnscicusn~ Morphogene6c F~ld mschanlc:s thLI! hold the key to mas
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Is struclllmd. Cosmic morphogeneilc structurs Is built upon · \nter\WvenKathara Gtlds and
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Blueprint ~ Keylon Morphogenetic "Thought-form" Field -t Merkaba Fteld~ Kathara Grid
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~ . Keylon Morphogenetic "Thought-form" Field -t Merkaba Field~ · Kathara
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through which the morphogenetic field scalar templat.e of an individual is indelibly,
energetically

galactic and universal morphogenetic field. Beyond the dimensionalized structure of the Time
Matrix there

through the cosmic morphogenetic field. The 8 Hova Bodies, which represent the Primal
Order

through which the morphogenetic field, inner psyche and DNA Template of an individual
incarnate
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core vibrations) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic . Triadic Energy Matrix conscious
inaudible

core vibrations) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Polaric Energy Matrix conscious
inaudible Polaric

all vibration)Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Eckatic Energy Matrix conscious
Eckatic Khundaray
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represents the multidimensional morphogenetic field or Manifestation Template through



which stellar bodies and biological
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all vibration) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Eckatic Energy Matrix. The Eckatic
Energy

vi brations) Unified Morphogenetic Fie ld of the Cosmic Polaric Energy Matrix. Each of
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core vibrations) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Triadic Energy Matrix. Each of the
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Bluepnnt ~ Keylon Morphogenetic "Thought-form" F1eld.. Merkaba · Fields-+ Kathara Grid
DNNRNA
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on·aJ morphogenetic field Into that of the Earth and serve as the

Star holds the morphogenetic lllljlrintlor DNA strands 4, 5 and 6, center of gravity

Center holds lhe morphogenetic Imprint lor DNA strands 7, 8 and 9, The Thymus
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Seal hOlds the morphogenetic Imprint for Earth"s core. The -10• Slar Crystal Sea~

house the personal morphogene6c field and Kalharn Gdd ID those of the Planetary Body.
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rtorgaruud through the morphogenetic field of a sw-. and re-marufested \\"lthtn a

from their race morphogenetiC field at Tara"s core and ~pged from their original
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into the larger morphogenetiC field aud Kathan Gnd of the human dunensional anatomy.
THOt;
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acmriop leyeD the morphogenetic imprint for the~ which begins progressive manifest2tion
of the dormant
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wtuch became the morphogenebc patterns for 6\·e races known as the Cloisttnd
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manifested through a morphogenetic (form-holding) imprint (MOfl?hogenetic Field), which
exists

into the forms" morphogenetic field. from the .d..i.mcmi2nal frequency bands of

ely expands the morphogenetic field and creates evolution ofform progressively upward
through the IS-
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the crystalhne lan1cework morphogenetic bluqmnt of the C.Oma utir Enti~· C.Stalt
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